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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

E1

.

FINANCE

Portfolio:
Organisational Services
Subject:
Financial Summary as at 1 June 2016
Report Author:
Anthony Keleher, Chief Financial Officer
Authorised by:
Andrew Ireland, General Manager Organisational Services
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.5 Responsible financial management and efficient operations
Background:
In accordance with Section 204 of the Local Government Regulation 2012 a Financial
Report must be presented to Council on a monthly basis. The attached Financial
Report contains the Financial Summary and associated commentary.
Legal Implications:
There appear to be no legal implications.
Policy Implications:
There appear to be no policy implications.
Financial and Resource Implications:
There appear to be no financial or resource implications.
Risk Management Implications:
There appear to be no risk management implications.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
Not applicable
o Yes – Communications Team consulted
Attachments:
1

Financial Summary as at 1 June 2016
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Recommendation:
That the Financial Summary as at 1 June 2016 (as detailed on the 14 pages
appended to this report) – be noted by Council.
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

E2

A2570493

FINANCE

Portfolio:
Organisational Services
Subject:
Bucca Rural Fire Levy
Report Author:
Rob Callander, Revenue Manager
Authorised by:
Andrew Ireland, General Manager Organisational Services
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.5 Responsible financial management and efficient operations
Background:
The attached letter has been received from Ross Lucke, the Chairman of the Bucca
Rural Fire Brigade, requesting that Council does not charge a Rural Fire Levy to
ratepayers in the Bucca Rural Fire area. The Bucca Rural Fire Brigade area is situated
to the west of Bundaberg City as shown on the following map:
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Each year, Council levies a Special Charge of $30 per ratepayer, called the Rural Fire
Levy Special Charge, to 12,906 ratepayers in 32 Rural Fire Brigades in the Bundaberg
area. The $30 levy was recommended by the Rural Fire Service Queensland and is
levied uniformly to all ratepayers in rural fire brigade areas, and included on two halfyearly Rate Notices as a $15 half-yearly charge. These levies raise potential total
revenue of $387,180 per year, to cover operational expenses and the purchase of
equipment to protect local areas from fires and other emergencies. Details of the
number of ratepayers and the potential revenue applicable to each brigade is attached
for information. All levies collected are remitted in full to the individual brigades.
There are currently 136 ratepayers in the Bucca Rural Fire Brigade Area, who pay a
Rural Fire Levy of $30 per year, which provides annual revenue of $4,080 to the Bucca
Rural Fire Brigade.
Last year, on 25 March 2015, during Council’s 2015/2016 Budget deliberations,
Councillors requested that, with effect from the 2015/2016 Budget, the Rural Fire Levy
Special Charge of $30 be applied to all rural fire brigade areas. Prior to this, the Bucca
and Kolonga rural fire areas were not charged a Rural Fire Levy as they had no formal
brigades. However, Councillors considered that neighbouring rural fire areas may be
required to assist Bucca and Kolonga in the event of an emergency, and that it was
unfair for ratepayers in neighbouring areas to pay a Rural Fire Levy to protect Bucca
and Kolonga, when those area’s ratepayers did not pay a Rural Fire Levy.
As such, Council directed that all rural fire brigade areas should be treated the same
and that all ratepayers within a rural fire brigade area should pay the Rural Fire Levy
of $30 per year. This decision was taken in consultation with Craig Magick who was
at that time the Acting Inspector, Area Director for the Bundaberg Region for the Rural
Fire Service Queensland. Phil Williams is now the Acting Inspector, Area Director for
the Bundaberg Region.
In the attached letter, the Chairman of the Bucca Rural Fire Brigade, Ross Lucke,
advised:
We are a primary producer brigade who use and maintain our own equipment with no
need for a specific shed, fire unit or any other large equipment. The majority of our
members have tractor mounted or drawn tank and pumps which are used for their
farming operations. These units are more than adequate to handle fires in this area.
For us to accept the money we have to find a treasurer, open a bank account, apply
for an ABN and apply to the tax office for tax exception. We would then need to hold
monthly meetings and determine where to spend the money. As our equipment is
mainly private, is it fair that money be spent on that? We agree it would only create
division amongst the members and the brigade would disintegrate.
The meeting was unanimous in the decision to return the money and Phil Williams
agreed. We will continue as a brigade without the funding but will most certainly fail if
we are required to hold monthly meetings and maintain needless accounts. We hope
you give this request the consideration it deserves.
A copy of the letter from the Bucca Rural Fire Brigade was sent to the Acting Inspector,
Area Director for the Bundaberg Region, for comment, and he advised as follows:
At the meeting, the Brigade seemed adamant that they did not want or need a levy,
despite my offers of assistance with budgeting requirements.
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I acknowledge the Brigade’s democratic right to reject the levy, however in the end it
is a Council decision. In keeping with the Council’s vote for a standard rate of levy
across all Brigades, I believe the levy still needs to be collected.
There would be other Brigades who would go down the track of not collecting a levy if
this was an option, resulting in a dilemma of a levy on one property and not on another
across the street, which is difficult to defend.
A possible option could be that the levy collected in Bucca RFB area is kept in trust
for the occasion that the Brigade are in urgent need of equipment, or to reimburse
neighbouring Brigades’ expenses for fighting fires in that area.
Levying the Rural Fire Levy is at the discretion of Council and is charged as a Special
Charge in terms of Section 92(3) of the Local Government Act 2009. However, any
Council decision in regard to the levy may be seen by the community as setting a
precedent, which may raise expectations for other rural fire brigades to receive similar
treatment.
Council’s consideration of this report prior to the adoption of the 2016/2017 Budget is
necessary, as once the 2016/2017 Revenue Statement has been adopted as part of
the overall Budget, the levy will remain active for the 2016/2017 budget year. That is,
Council will be unable to amend or delete the levy until the budget for the following
year (2017/2018) is adopted.
Consultation:
Mayor Jack Dempsey, Portfolio spokesperson Finance & Economic Development
Cr Wayne Honor, Division 3 Representative
Legal Implications:
The Rural Fire Levy is at the discretion of Council and is charged as a Separate
Charge in terms of Section 92(3) of the Local Government Act 2009.
Policy Implications:
This report aligns with Section 4.5 of Council’s Revenue Statement which notes that
“Each year Council will determine the necessity to make and levy a special rate or
charge which will be applied across specific benefited areas for the sole benefit of
such areas”.
Financial and Resource Implications:
If the request from the Bucca Rural Fire Brigade is supported it will reduce the revenue
which Council derives from this levy to support the Bucca Rural Fire Area.
Risk Management Implications:
Any Council decision which deviates from previous practice may be seen by the
community as setting a precedent which may raise community expectations for future
similar cases to receive similar treatment.
Communication Strategy:
Not applicable
Attachments:
1

Bucca Rural Fire Brigade Request for No Levy
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Summary of BRC Rural Fire Brigade Areas

Recommendation:
For Council’s consideration.
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08/05/2016
Bucca Rural Fire Brigade
122 Longs Rd Bucca
4670
Peter Byrne
CEO. Bundaberg Regional Council.
Dear Peter
The members of the Bucca Rural Fire Brigade held a meeting on the 18/04/2016 at the request of
Phil Williams from Rural Fires Queensland to discuss the proceeds from the levy on rate payers
within our area. A motion was carried at that meeting to return the cheques and write to the Council
asking that the decision to impose the levies on all brigade area be reversed. We are a primary
producer brigade who use and maintain our own equipment with no need for a specific shed, fire
unit or any other large equipment. The majority of our members have tractor mounted or drawn
tank and pumps which are used for their farming operations. These units are more than adequate to
handle fires in this area. What we don’t have is a group of retirees or unemployed who have to
volunteer that can assist running the brigade. For us to accept the money we have to find a
treasurer, open a bank account, apply for an ABN and apply to the tax office for tax exception. We
would then need to hold monthly meetings and determine where to spend the money. As our
equipment is mainly private, is it fair that money be spent on that? We agree it would only create
division amongst the members and the brigade would disintegrate.
I have spent considerable effort trying to recruit new members who are prepared to run the brigade
under those conditions without success. Many people now believe that because they now pay a
state emergency services levy and a local fire brigade levy they are entitled to a service regardless.
The fact is people still have to be responsible for fire safety on their properties and we are her only
to help.
The meeting was enamours in the decision to return the money and Phil Williams agreed. He also
agreed to write to you supporting our action. This brigade has been operating as a self funded
brigade for almost thirty years and feels disappointed this move was taken with no consultation or
consideration for our circumstances. We will continue as a brigade without the funding but will most
certainly fail if we are required hold monthly meetings and maintain needless accounts. We hope
you give this request the consideration it deserves.

Ross Lucke
Chairman, Bucca Rural Fire Brigade:

Attachment 1 - Bucca Rural Fire Brigade Request for No Levy
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

H1

.

ROADS & DRAINAGE

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
Principal Cycle Network Plan (PCNP) Priority Route Maps – Council Endorsement
Report Author:
Peter Jensen, Group Manager Roads & Drainage
Authorised by:
Andrew Fulton, General Manager Infrastructure & Planning
Link to Corporate Plan:
Environment - 4.2.3 The provision of quality infrastructure that meets the region’s
current and future needs
Background:
The Wide Bay Burnett Principal Cycle Network Plan (PCNP) was developed by the
Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) in response to the Queensland Cycle
Strategy 2011 – 2021, which was launched by the Queensland Government in 2011.
Following a number of presentations to Council on 28 October 2013 and 10 February
2014, the PCNP was formally endorsed by Council during a meeting on 18 March
2014. The PCNP provides a vision for the principal cycle network to support, guide
and inform practitioners involved in the planning, design and construction of cycle
infrastructure and facilities across the state. Sections of the PCNP pertaining to
Bundaberg Regional Council (BRC) are in Attachment 1.
In summary, the PCNP:


Identifies the functional requirements for cycling in the region, influencing the form
of facilities and prioritising the implementation of routes;



Represents the core cycle routes needed to get more people cycling, more often,
which is the vision of the Queensland Cycle Strategy 2011 – 2021;



Consolidates existing cycle planning data on key origins, destinations and cycle
demand, as well as knowledge from Councils and bicycle groups. This information
has been used to formulate a principal network which connects key activity
centres, residential areas and local cycle networks.
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The Priority Route Maps (PRM’s) (Attachment 2 showing BRC maps), which are an
addendum to the PCNP, identifies the delivery priorities of cycle facilities across the
state. The PRM’s are intended to guide State and Local Government planning, design
and investment, to deliver the principal cycle network. The maps would also assist
agencies to identify and use a range of mechanisms to deliver the network, such as
state and local government capital works programs, road reseals and other
maintenance programs. The maps also guide assessment of Queensland Cycle
Network – Local Government Grants Program. It should be noted that Council has
recently received funding, through the Queensland Cycle Network – Local
Government Grants program, to upgrade cycle facilities through the Baldwin Swamp
area. This work is currently in progress. Council has also submitted a funding
application to upgrade on-road cycle facilities along Avoca Street / Branyan Drive.
Both the funding applications are based on, and align with, the PCNP PRM priorities.
PCNP routes previously identified were assessed against safety, topography, land
use, current usage, local knowledge of current or latent demand, planning, feasibility
and opportunities. The PRM’s categorised PCNP routes as Priority A (focus on
delivery in the next 10 years), Priority B (10 to 15 years), Priority C (15 to 20 years)
and Priority D (+20 years). The priority of each route was informed by workshops and
consultation with TMR and Council officers and are based on criteria focused on
supporting cycling trips to work, schools, shops and other major attractors. Further
consultation with cycle groups and other stakeholders are proposed as part of future
detailed investigations of priority routes.
Council has received a request from the Director General (TMR), Mr Neil Scales, to
obtain Council’s written endorsement of the PCNP Priority Route Maps prior to their
finalisation and publication on TMR’s website (Attachment 3).
Associated Person/Organization:
Queensland Government, Department of Transport & Main Roads.
Consultation:
The Queensland Cycle Strategy and PCNP development went through extensive
public consultation and workshops were held with all stakeholders, including Council,
other state departments and community cycle groups. Council staff were also involved
with a series of workshops/meetings assisting with the development and review of the
PCNP and associated PCNP Priority Route Maps. The PCNP was also presented
and discussed with Council prior to the formal Council meeting on 18 March 2014,
when the PCNP was endorsed by Council. Further consultation is proposed with
cycling groups and other stakeholders as part of detailed investigations of specific
projects.
Legal Implications:
There appears to be no legal implications.
Policy Implications:
There appears to be no policy implications.
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Financial and Resource Implications:
There appears to be no financial or resource implications associated with endorsing
the PCNP Priority Route Maps. Future financial and resource impacts would be
considered through Council’s budget and future works programs.
Risk Management Implications:
Council may need to manage public expectations that implementation should be rolled
out quicker than funding for such is available.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
 Not applicable;
 Yes – Communications Team consulted.
Attachments:
1
2
3

Wide Bay Burnett Principal Cycle Network Plan (PCNP)
PCNP Priority Route Maps
TMR request for Council to formally endorse the PCNP Priority Route Maps

Recommendation:
That Council:
(a)

endorse the Principal Cycle Network Plan (PCNP) - Priority Route Maps
for Bundaberg Regional Council, prepared by the Department of
Transport and Main Roads;

(b)

incorporate the PCNP Priority Route Maps into existing and future
infrastructure plans, planning scheme documents and other corporate
plans and strategies; and

(c)

align provision and extension of cycle facilities with the PCNP Priority
Route Maps.
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

J1

Nil

PLANNING

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
Request to renew Memorandum of Understanding - Urban Development Institute of
Australia (Bundaberg Branch)
Report Author:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Authorised by:
Andrew Fulton, General Manager Infrastructure & Planning
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.6 A commonsense approach to planning, coordination and
consultation
Background:
In late 2012 the Council entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
the Urban Development Institute of Australia (Bundaberg Branch) (UDIA). The
purpose of the MOU was stated in the document as being:
The purpose of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is to foster a stronger and
more positive working relationship between the Urban Development Institute of
Australia (UDIA) Bundaberg Branch and the Bundaberg Regional Council to advance
good planning, promotion and development of the Region.
A copy of the 2012 MOU is included as Attachment 1. The aims of the MOU were
generally met by:
 Meeting on a quarterly basis to raise and discuss matters of interest related to
development;
 Forming working groups to work collaboratively on matters such as the
Bundaberg Regional Planning Scheme 2015; and
 Issuing joint press releases on matters of mutual interest.
Under the current MOU, each organisation agreed to revise, renew or revoke the MOU
within three months of the declaration of the Local Government Election. In response
to this clause, Council received a letter from the UDIA dated 3 June 2016 inviting the
new Council to renew the MOU. A copy of their letter is included as Attachment 2. It
is intended that the new MOU will contain the same wording as the previous one. A
summary of the key commitments sought are:
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1. The Council and UDIA hold joint working group forums on a quarterly basis;
2. That both organisation welcome each other to participate in opportunities for
workshops, seminars and education; and
3. Both organisations endeavor to provide positive and supportive comments in
relation to development related media releases.
Associated Person/Organization:
Urban Development Institute of Australia (Bundaberg Branch)
Legal Implications:
The MOU is not a legally binding document
Policy Implications:
There are no policy implications.
Financial and Resource Implications:
There are no financial implications. Nominated staff and Councillors will be needed to
attend the working group meetings once a quarter.
Conclusion:
The UDIA Bundaberg Branch has written to Council requesting that the MOU between
the two organisations be renewed.
It is considered that the previous MOU resulted in appreciable benefits to Council. In
particular, the quarterly working group meetings provided a forum for open and direct
communication with the local peak development industry body. The meetings also
generated opportunities for both organisations to work collaboratively on a number of
matters of benefit to Council, including road testing of Council’s new planning scheme.
In relation to the working group meetings, it is noted that the MOU provides for six
representatives from each organisation to attend with the Mayor to chair the meeting,
although flexibility exists for additional people to attend where needed. The previous
Council considered that the six representatives should consist of three Councillors
(with one being the Planning and Development portfolio Councillor) and three officers.
The three officers that have been nominated previously were the Chief Executive
Officer, the General Manager Infrastructure and Planning and the Group Manager
Development, although the Branch Manager Commercial Business and Economic
Development, Manager Development Assessment and Manager Strategic Planning
also regularly attended. It is open to Council to confirm the permanent attendees at
these meetings.
On the basis of a generally positive and beneficial experience of the previous MOU, it
is recommended to Council to renew the MOU with the UDIA.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
o Not applicable
Yes – Communications Team consulted
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Attachments:
1
2
3

UDIA/Council MOU 2012
Letter from UDIA
Draft MOU

Recommendation:
That the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer be authorised to renew the
Memorandum of Understanding with the Urban Development Institute of
Australia Bundaberg Branch.
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

J2

321.2014.41451.2

PLANNING

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
Lot 12 on RP224846, Lot 11 on RP224846 and Lot 1 on RP175045 - Request to
reduce infrastructure charges – Development Application 321.2014.41451.2 –
Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (3 lots into 30 lots)
Report Author:
Merinda Honor, Planning Officer
Authorised by:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Link to Corporate Plan:
Environment - 4.2.3 The provision of quality infrastructure that meets the region’s
current and future needs
Previous Items:
L1 - Request to reduce Infrastructure Charges - Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (3
lots into 30 lots) - Bargara Road, Bargara (Lots 11 and 12 on RP224846 and Lot 1 on
RP175045) - Planning Committee Meeting - 01 Mar 2016
Background:
By Negotiated Decision Notice dated 20 August 2015, Council approved, subject to
conditions, Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (3 lots into 31 lots over four stages) at
Bargara Road, Bargara. In association with the development approval for the land,
Council issued an Adopted Infrastructure Charges Notice, calculated in accordance
with the Council’s Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (AICR) (No 1) 2014, to
the value of $705,600.00. The infrastructure charges are payable to Council prior to
the endorsement of the survey plans for each respective stage.
The Applicant by request lodged with Council on 22 September 2015, sought a
Request to Change a Development Approval. The request sought to reduce the
number of lots to 30 and number of stages to 3. By Notice dated 13 November 2015,
Council approved the request subject to conditions.
In association with the development approval for the land, Council issued an Amended
Adopted Infrastructure Charges Notice, calculated in accordance with the Council’s
Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (AICR) (No 1) 2014, to the value of
$680,400.00 in recognition of the reduction in lot yield.
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The infrastructure charges are still payable to Council prior to the endorsement of the
survey plans for each respective stage.
By correspondence dated 10 December 2015, the Applicant wrote to Council
expressing a view that the infrastructure charge ($680,400.00) levied against the
development was excessive and unreasonable and has asked in the correspondence
that Council consider reducing the infrastructure charge to $10,000.00 per lot or
$270,000.00 in total. The request represented a reduction in infrastructure charges of
$410,400.00. At the Planning Committee Meeting of 1 March 2016, Council
considered this request and determined not to vary the Infrastructure Charges payable
for the development and that the calculated charges area in accordance with Council’s
Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (AICR) (No 1) of 2015. By letter dated 7
March 2016, Council’s Development Team wrote to the Applicant advising of Council’s
decision.
By further correspondence, dated 16 May 2016, the Applicant has again written to
Council expressing a view that the infrastructure charge ($680,400.00) levied against
the development was excessive and unreasonable and has asked in the
correspondence that the new Council reconsider reducing the infrastructure charge to
$10,000.00 per lot or $270,000.00 in total. A summary of the grounds to support the
Applicant’s request for reduction in the infrastructure charges are provided below:


Gympie and Cassowary Coast Regional Council have taken steps to reduce
charges;



The subject site is zoned medium density residential and has been lying dormant
for some 25 years;



Developers during the last 25 years have tried but failed to commit to complete
their development due to the lack of viability



The small lot development is new to the region and is itself a risk in undertaking
and may not sell readily;



Most of the Council infrastructure is already in place;



Costing of the development has blown out and together with the slow demand
the whole project can no longer be deemed viable;



Council’s infrastructure fee amounts to 25% of the construction costings; and

Council’s consideration of this request is appreciated.
Associated Person/Organization:
Mr Willem Hazenberg
Legal Implications:
To vary the charges applicable to the development, it would be necessary to enter into
an Infrastructure Agreement pursuant to section 670 of the SPA. Any such agreement
would prevail over the Charges Notice for the development as provided in section 676
of the SPA. Should the Council agree to the owner’s request it will be necessary to
draft an infrastructure agreement.
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Policy Implications:
If Council were to agree to an alternative charge for the approved development, this
would not be consistent with the Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (No 1)
2014 under which the development was approved or the current Adopted
Infrastructure Charges Resolution (No 1) 2015.
Financial and Resource Implications:
As stated above, the infrastructure charge applicable to the development under the
current charges resolution is $680,400.00. If the Applicants offer is accepted,
$410,400.00 would need to be made up from other revenue sources.
Conclusion:
The Applicant for a recently approved Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (3 lots into
30 lots) at Bargara Road, Bargara, is requesting that the Adopted Infrastructure
Charge Notice for the development be reduced by $410,400.00 to $270,000.00
(equivalent of $10,000.00 per new lot), on the basis that there has been a slow demand
for such type of development and therefore the project is financially unviable with the
current infrastructure charges.
The infrastructure charges payable for this development have been calculated in
accordance with the Council’s (now repealed) AICR (No 1) 2014 for a development of
the type and scale proposed. Council Officers have reviewed the calculation of the
infrastructure charge and confirm that the charge is correct in accordance with the
requirements of the AICR. Mr Hazenberg does not directly dispute the accuracy of
the infrastructure charge as calculated against the AICR policy, rather, requests a
more arbitrary reduction of the prescribed charge for the summary reasons outlined in
the report and detailed in his submission to Council (attached).
There are no grounds within Council’s existing policy to support the requested
reduction in charges. Whilst it is agreed that the development (smaller residential lots)
is a new product to the region, this alone is not considered to be grounds for reducing
the applicable infrastructure charge. If such grounds were accepted, any number of
developments with smaller lots would also be able to established similar grounds for
a charge reduction resulting in widespread ad-hoc discounting of charges, and
adversely impacting on Council’s financial sustainability.
On the basis that the Applicant’s request is not supported by the AICR (No 1) 2014 or
AICR (No 1) 2015, it is the Officer’s view that the request to reduce the applicable
infrastructure charge should be declined.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
Not applicable
Attachments:
1
2
3
4

Site Plan
Locality Plan
Letter from Applicant
Negotiated Decision Notice & AICN
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Recommendation:
That the Applicant be advised Council does not agree to vary the charge under
Adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (No 1) 2014 applicable to
Development Permit 321.2104.41451.2, for Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision
(3 lots into 30 lots), Lots 11 & 12 on RP224846 and Lot 1 on RP175045.
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Attachment 2

Attachment 2 - Locality Plan
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Attachment 3

Attachment 3 - Letter from Applicant
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Attachment 3

Attachment 3 - Letter from Applicant
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Attachment 4

Attachment 4 - Negotiated Decision Notice & AICN
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Attachment 4 - Negotiated Decision Notice & AICN
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Attachment 4

Attachment 4 - Negotiated Decision Notice & AICN
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Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

K1

322.2016.45490.1

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
109 and 99 Henkers Road, Oakwood - Material Change of Use for Transport Depot
(Storage of Caravans and RVs)
Report Author:
Merinda Honor, Planning Officer
Authorised by:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.6 A commonsense approach to planning, coordination and
consultation
Summary:
APPLICATION NO
PROPOSAL
APPLICANT
OWNER
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
ADDRESS
PLANNING SCHEME
ZONING
OVERLAYS

LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT
SITE AREA
CURRENT USE
PROPERLY MADE DATE
STATUS
REFERRAL AGENCIES
NO OF SUBMITTERS
PREVIOUS APPROVALS

SITE INSPECTION
CONDUCTED
LEVEL OF DELEGATION
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322.2016.45490.1
Material Change of Use for Transport Depot (Storage of
Caravans and RVs)
G A Routledge & L I Routledge c/- Insite SJC
D A Powell (Lot 5 on SP163988)
L I and G A Routledge (Lot 2 on RP148958)
Lot 5 on SP163988 and Lot 2 on RP148958
109 and 99 Henkers Road, Oakwood
Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015
Rural Zone
 Flood hazard area (Riverine defined flood event)
 Land steeper than 15%
 Class A1 agricultural land
Impact
Lot 5 = 3.682 ha and Lot 2 = 6.389 ha
Lot 5 Residential dwelling with avocado orchard
Lot 2 Residential dwelling with avocado orchard
7 April 2016
The 20 business day decision period ends on 8 June 2016
Nil
Two (2)
Z-2000128-000 – Material Change of Use for Poultry farm
comprising up to 42,000 hens. Approved by the former
Burnett Shire Council on 10 August 2000
12 April 2016
Level 3
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Proposal
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The Applicant is seeking approval for a Material Change of Use for Transport Depot
(Storage of Caravans and RVs) over two (2) stages. The Applicant proposes to
convert the existing building (formerly approved and utilised for the accommodation of
poultry layers) to accommodate up to 23 caravans and RV’s.
The 23 caravans and RV’s are to be accommodated within 23 bays of the existing
building which has a gross floor area (GFA) of 793 m2 (94.145 metres by 8.42 metres).
The Applicant proposes building work to make the building ready for caravan and RV
storage. It is anticipated that the following work would include:


Levelling of the concrete floor (the current floor slab has troughs and elevated
section constructed to facilitate distribution of poultry feed and shed cleaning);



Raising the roof by 1.6 metres to achieve an overall internal height of four (4)
metres;



Installation of a firewall to achieve fire rating compliance; and



Enclosure of approximately 32 m2 at each end of the shed for all weather storage.

Stage 1 is to have an area of 410.7 m2 and involve the northern end of the existing
shed. Stage 2 is to have an area of 382 m2 and involve the balance area of the shed.
The Applicant details that no storage is to occur outside the building, either in the open
or within other buildings on site.
Within the submitted planning report (page 5), the Applicant has detailed the proposed
operation of the facility as follows:


prospective customers would make contact via phone or email;



there would be no advertising devices attracting customers;



customers would make an appointment and leave their vehicle outside of the
building;



the operater of the use would be responsible for placing the vehicle within the
shed, probably via a forklift or similar;



vehicles are likely to remain in storage for extended periods of time, estimated to
be in the order of six (6) months or longer;



retrieving the vehicle would be the reverse of the above—vehicle owners would
not be permitted to access the premises without permission.

Further, the Applicant details that overnight stays or accommodation would not be
permitted.
Access to the site is via an existing easement, Easement B on RP20778 located along
the northern (side) boundary of 109 Henkers Road. No works are proposed within the
easement.
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Site Description

The subject sites are described as Lot 5 on SP163988 and Lot 2 on RP148958. The
following is a description of each property:
Lot 5 on SP163988 – 109 Henkers Road, Oakwood
This property has an area of 6.682 ha and is improved by a residential dwelling (and
ancillary structures). The eastern portion of the property is under a large avocado
orchard, with balance of the site associated with the residence. The property has a
frontage of approximately 150 metres to Henkers Road. Easement B on RP20778
located along the northern (side) boundary is a five (5) metre wide access easement
which provides access to 99 Henkers Road.
The property is on a small ridge and slopes from 19.5 metres AHD in the centre of the
site to 16 metres AHD in the south-eastern corner of the site and to 9 metres AHD in
the south-western corner of the site.
Lot 2 on RP148958 – 99 Henkers Road, Oakwood
This property has an area of 6.389 ha and is improved by a residential dwelling (and
ancillary structures) and a large shed (750 m2) formerly used for a Poultry farm
comprising up to 42,000 hens. The balance of the property is under a large avocado
orchard.
Access to the site is via a five (5) metre wide access easement (Easement B on
RP20778) located along the northern (side) boundary of 109 Henkers Road. The
western portion of the site is identified as being within a flood hazard area (riverine
defined flood event).
The property straddles a small ridge and slopes from 16.5 metres AHD in the centre
of the site to 8.5 metres AHD at the western property boundary and to 13.5 metres
AHD at the eastern property boundary.
Surrounding Area
Both properties are adjoined directly to the east by a macadamia plantation. The
properties are adjoined to the south and west by natural scrub. The broader area
comprises macadamia plantations and sugarcane. Splitters Creek is located
approximately 300 metres west of the subject properties.
2.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

2.1.

Applicable Planning Scheme, Codes and Policies

The applicable local planning instruments for this application are:
Planning Scheme: Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015
Applicable Codes:


Rural zone code

Meeting held: 28 June 2016
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Agricultural land overlay code



Flood hazard overlay code



Steep land (slopes >15%) overlay code



Industry uses code



Landscaping code



Nuisance code



Transport and parking code



Works, services and infrastructure code
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Applicable Planning Scheme Policies:


Planning scheme policy for development works

2.2

State Planning Instruments

The Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015 has been endorsed to reflect
the state planning instruments.
3.

ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE APPLICATION

The following significant issues have been identified in the assessment of the
application:
Rural Amenity
The Rural Zone code has provision for non-rural uses where the use is compatible
with agricultural character of the area and will not compromise the long-term use of
the land of rural uses. The proposed development involves the re-use of an existing
poultry farm shed in-which 23 caravans and RVs are to be stored only.
The re-use of the building would have no adverse implication for the ability of the site
to be used for rural production, noting that no external storage is proposed or
supported. Additionally, the proposed development would not remove any land from
rural production.
The location of the development on the site is not visible from Henkers Road and is
obscured from view from the property to the west by a natural vegetation buffer.
Additionally, vehicular access to the site is to utilise the existing driveway. It is
therefore argued that the proposed development is in keeping with the purpose of the
Rural Zone code.
Flooding
The submitted plans detail that the concrete slab of the subject shed to be 300 mm
above natural ground level. With a maximum Defined flood level (DFL) of 12.2 m AHD
and the shed locating at approximately 12 metres AHD to 12.5 metres AHD, the
building floor slab would be above the 2013 flood height. It is noted that the proposal
does not involve any habitable uses and has been conditioned accordingly.
Public Notification
The following matters were raised by submitters:
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Grounds of Submissions

Considerations

1

As the owner of the easement, the
submitter would like to be consulted about
any conditions of approval Council may
consider or impose which relates to the
easement.

No changes or improvements to the easement
are proposed and as such no conditions
relating to the easement are included.

2

The prevailing use of the land in the
Oakwood area is for cropping/agriculture
and makes for a pleasant rural
environment. To change the use of the
land to Transport Depot will devalue
properties.

The proposed development will have less
impact on properties then a poultry farm. The
proposed change is likely to positively affect
land values.

3

There are many other areas around
Bundaberg that this type of business could
be conducted without the need for a
change to the use of this property.

This is a unique development which proposes
to efficiently reuse a large existing building to
accommodate a maximum of 23 caravans and
RVs, with the balance of the site to be retained
for agricultural operations.
The Applicant has detailed that the operation of
the site is to be controlled by the owner of the
site and that delivery/pickup of vehicles is to be
via appointment only within designated
operating hours. Additionally, it is considered
that the existing infrastructure for the site is
sufficient to service the development.

4.

REFERRALS

4.1

Internal Referrals

Advice was received from the following internal departments:
Internal department

Referral Comments Received

Development Assessment - Engineering

17 May 2016

Any significant issues raised in the referrals have been included in section 3 of this
report.
4.2

Referral Agency

Not Applicable
5.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Pursuant to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this application was advertised for 15
business days from 13 April 2016 until 10 May 2016. The Applicant submitted
documentation on 10 May 2016 advising that public notification had been carried out
in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. Council received two (2)
submissions in relation to this development application during this period. Of the two
(2) submissions received, one (1) was in support and one (1) was against the
application. Any significant issues raised have been included in section 3 of this report.
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Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
Yes – Communications Team consulted
Attachments:
1
2
3
4

Locality Plan
Site Plan
Proposal Plans
AICN

Recommendation:
That Development Application 322.2016.45490.1 be determined as follows:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Material Change of Use for Transport Depot (Storage of Caravans and RVs)
SUBJECT SITE
109 and 99 Henkers Road, Oakwood; described as Lot 5 on SP163988 and Lot 2
on RP148958
DECISION
Approved in full subject to conditions
The conditions of this approval are set out in Schedule 1. These conditions are
clearly identified to indicate whether the assessment manager or concurrence
agency imposed them.
1.

DETAILS OF APPROVAL
The following approvals are given:
Sustainable
Development
Planning
Permit
Regulation 2009,
schedule
3
reference

Preliminary
Approval

Making a material change of use
assessable under the planning
scheme, a temporary local planning
instrument, a master plan or a
preliminary approval to which
section 242 applies

Deemed Approval
Section 331 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA) is not applicable to
this decision.
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PRELIMINARY APPROVAL AFFECTING THE PLANNING SCHEME
Not Applicable.

3.

OTHER NECESSARY DEVELOPMENT PERMITS AND/OR COMPLIANCE
PERMITS
Listed below are other development permits and/or compliance permits that
are necessary to allow the development to be carried out:


4.

All Building Work

CODES FOR SELF ASSESSABLE DEVELOPMENT
The following codes must be complied with for self-assessable development
related to the development approved.
The relevant codes identified in the:


5.

Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme and Associated Planning
Scheme Policies

DETAILS OF ANY COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT REQUIRED FOR
DOCUMENTS OR WORK IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT
Not Applicable

6.

SUBMISSIONS
There were two (2) submissions received for the application. The name and
address of the principal submitter for each properly made submission are as
follows:
Name of principal submitter

7.

Address

1.

Andrew Harrison

110 Mingera Street, Mansfield QLD 4122

2.

Denise Powell

109 Henkers Road, Oakwood QLD 4670

CONFLICT WITH A RELEVANT INSTRUMENT AND REASONS FOR THE
DECISION DESPITE THE CONFLICT
The assessment manager does not consider that the assessment manager’s
decision conflicts with a relevant instrument.

8.

REFERRAL AGENCY
Not Applicable

9.

APPROVED PLANS
The approved plans for this development approval are listed in the following
table:
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Plan number

Plan name

Date

DA01 Revision A

Site Plan

08 April 2016

DA02 Revision A

Existing and Proposed Floor Plans

08 April 2016

DA03

Existing Elevations

16 March 2016

DA04 Revision A

Proposed Elevations

08 April 2016

DA05

Locality Plan

08 April 2016

10. WHEN APPROVAL LAPSES IF DEVELOPMENT NOT STARTED
Pursuant to section 341 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this approval
will lapse four (4) years from the date that the approval takes effect unless the
relevant period is extended pursuant to section 383.
11. REFUSAL DETAILS
Not Applicable
12. CONDITIONS ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE
The following conditions about infrastructure have been imposed under
Chapter 8 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009:
Condition

Provision under which the Condition was imposed

8

Section 665 – Non-trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 646 – Identified Trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 647 – Other Trunk Infrastructure

SCHEDULE 1 CONDITIONS AND ADVICES IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT
MANAGER
PART 1A – CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT MANAGER
General
1.

Meet the full cost of all works and any other requirements associated with this
development, unless specified in a particular condition.

2.

Where there is any conflict between Conditions of this Decision Notice and
details shown on the Approved Plans, the Conditions prevail.

3.

Comply with all of the conditions of this Development Permit prior to the
commencement of the use, unless otherwise stated within this notice, and
maintain compliance whilst the use continues.

Date Development Must be Completed By (Lapsing Date)
4.

In accordance with section 342 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this
Development Approval to the extent it relates to development not completed
will lapse eight (8) years from the date of this approval.

Construction Management
5.

Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Assessment Manager, do not
undertake building work in a way that makes audible noise:
a.

On a business day or Saturday, before 6.30 am or after 6.30 pm; or
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On any other day, at any time.

Contain all litter, building waste and sediments on the building site by the use
of a skip and any other reasonable means during construction to prevent
release to neighbouring properties or roads.

Development in Stages
7.

The development may be staged in accordance with the stage boundaries
shown on the Approved Plans. If staged, the development need not be
completed sequentially in the stage order indicated on the Approved Plans
provided that each condition of this development approval as it relates to each
stage, unless otherwise specifically stated in the condition is complied with.

Car Parking
8.

Provide off-street car parking and vehicle manoeuvring areas generally in
accordance with the Approved Plans and be:a.

designed to include a manoeuvring area to allow all vehicles to leave the
site in a forward gear; and

b.

sign posted to indicate entry/exit points and indicate traffic flow through
the site.

Nature and Extent of the Approved Use
9.

Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Assessment Manager, the hours
of the approved use are limited to:
a.

Monday to Friday inclusive– 6 am to 6 pm

b.

Saturday – 8 am to 5 pm; and

c.

Sunday and public holidays – 9 am to 5 pm.

10. The total number of stored caravans and RVs must not exceed 23.
11. All caravans and RVs are to be stored within the Shed nominated on the
approved plans. No storage is permitted outside the shed.
12. Only caravans and RVs are to be stored under this approval unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Assessment Manager.
13. Customers are to deliver and retrieve vehicles by appointment only.
14. Only the operator of the use is permitted to move vehicles into and out of the
building.
15. No person is to stay overnight within a caravan or RV at the premises, unless
otherwise approved under a subsequent development approval.
16. Vehicles are not to be serviced, repaired, or washed at the premises.
Loading/Unloading
17. Loading and unloading of all vehicles associated with the use must occur on
the subject site.
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Lighting
18. External lighting used to illuminate the premises must be designed and
provided in accordance with Australian Standard AS 4282-1997: Control of the
obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting so as not to cause nuisance to residents
or obstruct or distract pedestrian or vehicular traffic.
PART 1B – ADVICE NOTES
Infrastructure Charges Notice
A.

Please find attached the Infrastructure Charges Notice (Register No:
331.2016.823.1) applicable to the approved development.

Environmental Harm
B.

The Environmental Protection Act 1994 states that a person must not carry out
any activity that causes, or is likely to cause, environmental harm unless the
person takes all reasonable and practicable measures to prevent or minimise
the harm. Environmental harm includes environmental nuisance. In this regard
persons and entities, involved in the civil, earthworks, construction and
operational phases of this development, are to adhere to their ‘general
environmental duty’ to minimise the risk of causing environmental harm.
Environmental harm is defined by the Act as any adverse effect, or potential
adverse effect whether temporary or permanent and of whatever magnitude,
duration or frequency on an environmental value and includes environmental
nuisance. Therefore, no person should cause any interference with the
environment or amenity of the area by reason of the emission of noise,
vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water,
waste products, grit, sediment, oil or otherwise, or cause hazards likely in the
opinion of the administering authority to cause undue disturbance or
annoyance to persons or affect property not connected with the use.

Nature and Extent of Approved Development
C.

This Decision Notice does not represent an approval to commence Building
Works.

Signage
D.

An Operational Works permit is required to be obtained for all signs and
advertising devices associated with the development that do not comply with
the self assessable criteria of the Planning Scheme in effect at the time of the
proposed works.
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Attachment 2

Attachment 2 - Site Plan
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Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

K2

321.2016.44964.1

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
70-80 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads - Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (1 Lot into
12 lots over 2 stages)
Report Author:
Merinda Honor, Planning Officer
Authorised by:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.6 A commonsense approach to planning, coordination and
consultation
Summary:
APPLICATION NO
PROPOSAL
APPLICANT
OWNER
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
ADDRESS
PLANNING SCHEME
ZONING
OVERLAYS
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT
SITE AREA
CURRENT USE
PROPERLY MADE DATE
STATUS
REFERRAL AGENCIES
NO OF SUBMITTERS
PREVIOUS APPROVALS
SITE INSPECTION
CONDUCTED
LEVEL OF DELEGATION
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321.2016.44964.1
Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (1 Lot into 12 lots over 2
stages)
Matlow Pty Ltd AFF Janron Family Trust
c/- Arcadia Australia Pacific
R Bullock & JF Bullock
Lot 1 on RP894579
70-80 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads
Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015
Emerging Community Zone
 Acid Sulphate Soils (Area 2: 5-20 metres)
 Sea Turtle Sensitive Area
Impact
2.003ha
Vacant
12 January 2016
The 40 business day decision period ended on 19 May 2016
Nil
121 (105 properly made)
Nil
February 2016
Level 3
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Proposal
The Applicant is seeking approval for Reconfiguring a Lot for Subdivision (1 Lot into
12 lots over 2 stages). Stage 1 is to comprise four (4) lots and Stage 2 is to comprise
eight (8) lots. Below is a summary of each stage:
Stage 1
Stage 1 is proposed to create Lots 1 to 4. Lots 1 and 4 are to have an area of 1,447
m2 with Lots 2 and 3 each having an area of 1,500 m2. Lots 2 to 4 are have a frontage
to Shelley Street, with Lot 1 being a corner lot and having a frontage to both Shelley
Street and Dryden Street.
Stage 2
Stage 2 is proposed to create Lots 5 to 12 and a new road. The lots are to have areas
ranging from 1,439 m2 (Lot 8) to 1,702 m2 (Lot 7). Lots 9, 10 and 12 are to have a
frontage to the new road, with Lots 8 and 11 being corner lots, having frontages to
both the new road and Dryden Street. Lot 5, a corner lot, is to have a frontage to
Dryden Street and Sea Esplanade, however, vehicular access is only proposed via
Dryden Street. Whilst Lots 6 and 7 have a frontage to the Sea Esplanade, these lots
are to be rear hatchet shaped lots with access from the new road via access handles
located between Lot 9 and 10. It is noted that Dryden Street east of Neilsen Avenue
and the Sea Esplanade are not proposed to be constructed.
Easements are proposed long the western boundary of Lots 5, 6 and 7 and 11 and 12
to accommodate sewer infrastructure at future time.
The proposal information outlined above details a revised plan of development
provided post public notification and in response to matters raised by submitters and
Council Officers. Details are discussed further in section 3 of this report.
1.2 Site Description
The subject site is described as Lot 1 on RP894579 with an area of 2.003 ha. The site
is improved by a shed (double garage) located in the north-western portion of the site.
The property is generally rectangular in shape and bound by three (3) road frontages
and a large vacant allotment (2.023 ha). The property is generally flat with an elevation
of seven (7) metres AHD.
The property has a frontage of 100 metres to both Shelley Street and the Sea
Esplanade and a frontage of 222 metres to Dryden Street. Shelley Street is
constructed with an eight (8) metre wide seal for the full width of the property.
Dryden Street is constructed from Shelley Street to Neilson Avenue with a seal width
of five (5) metres and kerb and channel only on the northern side. The balance of
Dryden Street from Neilson Avenue to the Sea Esplanade and the Sea Esplanade are
unconstructed.
The surrounding area is residential in nature. Developed residential lots with areas
generally ranging from 800 m2 to 1,000 m2 are located on the western side of Shelley
Street and the northern side of Dryden Street.
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Large “emerging community zoned” allotments are located south-east of the property.
A pedestrian pathway connecting Bargara and Burnett Heads is located on the ocean
side of the Sea Esplanade.
Site History
Under the former Woongarra Shire Planning Scheme the property was included in the
Special Uses zone. In 2002, the zone of the property changed to Rural Residential as
a result of an application to amend a transitional planning scheme. At this time, an
advice property note was attached on the relevant properties to alert new property
owners that the intent of the Council at this time (2002) was that the land was not
intended to be further subdivided. Subsequent to this notation, the zoning of the land
was altered by the Burnett Shire Planning Scheme 2006 and the Bundaberg Regional
Council Planning Scheme 2015. As such this notation represents a historical advice
not only and does not have any force or effect.
2.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

2.1. Applicable Planning Scheme, Codes and Policies
The applicable local planning instruments for this application are:
Planning Scheme: Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015
Applicable Codes:


Emerging community zone



Acid sulfate soils overlay code



Coastal protection overlay code



Flood hazard overlay code



Nuisance code



Reconfiguring a lot code



Transport and parking code



Works, services and infrastructure code

Applicable Planning Scheme Policies:


Planning scheme policy for development works

2.2 State Planning Instruments
The Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015 has been endorsed to reflect
the state planning instruments.
3.

ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE APPLICATION

The following significant issues have been identified in the assessment of the
application:
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Public Submissions
As identified in section 5 of this report, a large number of submissions were received
during the public notification period for this application. The concerns/issued raised in
the submissions related primarily to the following:


Lighting impacts from development (street lighting, car lighting, dwelling lights
etc..) on nesting turtles noting the sites proximity to Mon Repos turtle rookery, as
well as broader impacts to the adjoining marine environment;



Intent of the planning scheme and public opinion about the highest and best use
of this land. Notwithstanding Planning Scheme commentary there is a level of
public opinion that the land should be retained in its undeveloped form or be
developed for rural residential type purposes; and



Infrastructure and servicing requirements for the development and adjoining
areas noting the proposed use of onsite waste water treatment and disposal,
concerns regarding the construction of the Esplanade road network, and broader
public concerns about the ability of the existing local road network to cater for the
vehicle impacts from the proposed development.

Council’s Development Team wrote (by letter dated 27 April 2016) to the Applicant
advising the nature of public submissions and inviting further comments. The
Applicant by correspondence dated 6 May 2016 submitted an amended layout plan to
address the concerns/issues raised. Is it this plan that is discussed in section 1 of this
report. In accordance with section 354 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, the
Applicant can change the application in response to matters raised in a properly made
submission for the application.
Zoning/Lot Size
The subject site is located within the “Emerging Communities” zone of the Planning
Scheme. The purpose of the Emerging Communities zone code is to ensure that land
converted to urban purposes (such as this current proposal) is developed in an
efficient, coordinated and sustainable manner to facilitate the creation of communities
that:


Comprised interconnected residential neighbourhood



Are effectively integrated with the existing community; and



Are provided with necessary infrastructure.

Further, the Reconfiguring a Lot code details that the minimum lot size and dimensions
for subdivisions in the Emerging community zone may be varied by a plan of
development of the land for urban purposes.
The Applicant has submitted a structure plan demonstrating that the proposed
development will not prejudice the future development of the “Emerging Communities”
zoned properties to the south-east and that the development is for urban purposes.
This structure plan demonstrates that the proposed development interconnects with
the surrounding residential neighbourhood by the inclusion of a new road connecting
through the site.
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Additionally, the Performance Outcome PO6 of the Emerging communities code
discusses that development should encourage urban consolidation and facilitates a
compact land use pattern that increases the number of people living close to services
and facilities, maximises the efficient use of infrastructure and maintains a high level
of residential amenity. The proposed subdivision promotes urban consolidation and
facilitates a compact land use pattern. This development seeks a subdivision of one
(1) into twelve (12) lots across a 2 ha site, resulting in a density of six (6) dwellings per
hectare, with lots sizes of approximately 1,500 m2. This arrangement is considered to
be the most appropriate for the subject site, as it balances urban consolidation needs
with infrastructure (being in an un-sewered area) and servicing needs. In addition, the
lots sizes of approximately 1,500 m2 are in keeping with Council’s contemporary
planning outcomes for low density residential lots that are not in a sewered area.
Sea Turtle Lighting
A number of submissions raised concern about the lighting from the development and
the impacts to sea turtles given the sites proximity to the Great Sandy Marine Park
and nesting turtle areas. These concerns can be categorised into three (3) areas as
follows:


Road impacts and impact of vehicular lighting;



Lot layout and future residential dwellings/lighting; and



Street lighting.

The development plan which was publically notified proposed the construction of
Dryden Street and Sea Esplanade and for Lots 5, 6 and 7 to have direct vehicular
access from Sea Esplanade.
To reduce lighting impacts to nesting turtles from vehicles travelling east along Dryden
Street, along Sea Esplanade and from future dwellings accessing or exiting proposed
Lot 5, 6 and 7, the layout has been amended such that Dryden Street will end in a culde-sac at the boundary between proposed Lot 8 and 5. The cul-de-sac will extend
sufficiently to allow Lot 5 to gain access to Dryden Street via a constructed crossover
located towards the western boundary of Lot 5.
Additionally, Council’s Development Team recommended that to further reduce light
spillage from vehicles travelling south and prematurely committing Council (or future
developers) to the construction of the Sea Esplanade road, Sea Esplanade should not
be constructed at this time.
The Applicant has agreed and amended the layout of the development such that Lot
6 and 7 have become rear (hatchet) lots with an access and frontage to the
constructed “new” internal road. Lots 5, 6 and 7 would still have a frontage to the
unconstructed Sea Esplanade and be able to enjoy the natural ocean vistas, however
will not have direct vehicular access. Property notes have been in included to
communicate vehicular access limits to these lots.
To further address concerns regarding lighting impacts from future residential
developments on the lots, the Nuisance Code within the Bundaberg Regional Council
Planning Scheme 2015 provides commentary in regards to the management of impact
to fauna where located in a sea turtle sensitive area.
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Whilst the Nuisance Code is not an assessable code for a Residential Dwelling, the
Development Team has taken this opportunity to include property notes for all lots to
encourage future owners to include sea turtle sensitive lighting measures.
To address street lighting impacts to sea turtles, conditions have been included to
restrict the type of lighting. These conditions require any street lighting to be of low
pressure sodium vapour and be fitted with hoods or be fully screened and directed
away from the foreshore and the area north of the Mon Repos Turtle Rockery.
Infrastructure
Water
Council’s existing water supply mains are located on the opposite side of Shelley
Street and on the opposite side of Dryden Street as far as Nelson Avenue. An
extension of the Dryden Street main is required to service those lots (proposed Lots 5
to 12) which are not able to be serviced from the existing main across Shelley Street.
Sewerage
The proposed development lies outside the declared sewerage service area. On site
effluent disposal will be required on each allotment. To align with future infrastructure
servicing opportunities, it has been conditioned that sewerage easements be provided
along the western property boundary of Lots 5, 6, 7 and 11 and 12 to cater for future
sewerage infrastructure. The two (2) easements are to be a minimum width of three
(3) metres.
Stormwater
Stormwater runoff is proposed to be collected via pits and pipes in the streets and
discharged to the existing open channel in Nielson Avenue. Conditions have been
included requiring the development to incorporate Stormwater Quality Improvements
via the use of a bio-retention system.
Roadworks and Access
The Developer does not propose works in Shelley Street noting there is no kerb and
channel at the site’s Shelley Street frontage. All street frontages are required to have
kerb and channel. Shelley Street has the hierarchy of a neighbourhood collector and
has an existing seal width of approximately eight (8) metres.
A condition is included requiring the construction of kerb and channel for the sites full
frontage to Shelley Street.
Dryden Street is currently only constructed to Nielson Avenue with kerb and channel
only on the northern side. For Stage 1, the Developer is required to widen the existing
seal to seven (7) metres with kerb and channel in Dryden Street for the full frontage of
Lot 1 (Stage 1). For Stage 2, the Developer is required to construct the new road to
an Access Street standard and paved to a width of seven (7) metres to intersect with
Dryden Street and end in a cul-de-sac at the southern property boundary. The
Developer is also required to widen and extend Dryden Street up to a cul-de-sac to
provide access to proposed Lot 5.
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Reciprocal access easements are required over the access handles of Lots 6 and 7.
The two (2) access easements are to each be three (3) metres in width and extend
from the new road for the full length of each access handle.
In response to concerns raised in the public submissions, Sea Esplanade is not to be
constructed or used for property access. Appropriate closure signage and barriers are
conditioned for the Developer to install. The existing road environment at Sea
Esplanade will remain unchanged.
As Dryden Street would not connect through to Sea Esplanade and to ensure
connectivity between the development and the Esplanade area, a pedestrian pathway
extension is proposed. This pathway extension is to connect from the cul-de-sac of
Dryden Street to the existing pathway along Sea Esplanade.
Public Notification
The following matters were raised by submitters:

Grounds of Submissions

Considerations

Environmental
1.

Concerns that the development would destroy
the habitat of this coastal strip and have a
disastrous impact on the indigenous fauna and
flora.

The subject site is a grassed
property
clear
of
significant
vegetation. It is considered that as
the property is clear of vegetation
(aside
from
grasses),
the
development will not result in the
loss of habitat.

2.

The site is within the “Sea Turtle Sensitive Area”
and any development so close to the ocean front
will significantly add to the already immense light
pollution that is present in the night sky.
Uncontrolled lighting will affect nesting turtles
and hatchlings.

This concern is noted. A detailed
discussion regarding turtle lighting
is provided in section 3 (Issues
Relevant to the Application) of this
report.

3.

The land is approximately 60 metres from
Woongarra Marine Park and the known habitat
of the loggerhead turtle. This turtle is listed as
endangered and there are serious concerns
regarding the imposition of adequate lighting
strategies to ensure that turtle friendly lighting is
imposed on the development. What manner
does Council propose to monitor and enforce
any conditions for “Turtle friendly lighting” on the
development.

This concern is noted. A detailed
discussion regarding turtle lighting
is provided in section 3 (Issues
Relevant to the Application) of this
report.

4.

Council has a responsibility to uphold the intent
of the Mon Repos Development Plan entered in
the Queensland Government Gazette on 28
June 1986, which was implemented to fully
protect the turtle rookery from the adverse
effects on nearby rural activities and from
increased urban development.

This concern is noted. The Plan
cannot be considered under the
provisions of the Sustainable
Planning Act 2009.
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The Applicant has obligations under the
Commonwealth Environment protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC) for the
potential impacts on a matter of national
environment significance. The loggerhead turtle
is a nationally threatened species, and
accordingly this species and its habitat is a
matter of national environmental significance.
The coastal infrastructure and development are
listed within the Department of Environment
Recovery Plan for Marine Turtles in Australia as
one of the main threats to marine turtles. It is
suggested that the applicant have a suitably
qualified person undertake an assessment
against the Matters of National Environmental
Significance: Significant impact guidelines 1.1 to
determine referral requirements under the EPBC
act.

This concern is noted. A detailed
discussion regarding turtle lighting
is provided in section 3 (Issues
Relevant to the Application) of this
report.

Bundaberg Regional Council and Queensland
Tourism currently run tourism promotion of the
area and the loss of habitat on this coastal strip
would have a major effect on the local economy
due to the possible decline of a significant tourist
attraction.

The development is considered to
have negligible impact on tourism.

Local and state government
approval processes do not alter the
requirements of development to
comply with the EPBC criteria
where applicable.

Economic
6.

Infrastructure
7.

Septic systems are a problem in the area due to
high water table levels, and drainage difficulties.
There are also problems of deep volcanic rocks
and boulders and limited friable soil. The
proposed development does not have a strategy
in place to deal with the current drainage
problems when heavy rains hit the area. The
area is a fragile, pristine part of the coastline and
geotechnical testing and design would be
compulsory as part of any building application
for an on-site effluent disposal system on each
lot.

The property is located in an unsewered area and it is a legislative
requirement that any dwelling
constructed on a lot be connected to
an on-site disposal system. The
proposed lots have been sized to
ensure that there is sufficient area
on site for appropriate disposal
areas. Additionally, the Applicant
has proposed services easements
along
the
western
property
boundary of Lots 5, 6, 7 and 11 and
12 to cater for future sewerage
infrastructure if available.

8.

Dry pipe [sewerage] installation in all blocks
would save not only the current and future
ratepayers money but also Council from the
additional expense when sewers are connected
in the future.

The Applicant has proposed
services easements along the
western property boundary of Lots
5, 6, 7 and 11 and 12 to cater for
future sewerage infrastructure.
Given that there is no current
program
to
connect
these
properties to Council’s sewerage
network, it is considered that the
requirement of easements are
appropriate in lieu of the installation
of dry sewers which may be
redundant by the time a reticulated
network is available.
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9.

More traffic on the road system in the area would
mean an impact on traffic flow. Currently a lot of
young children are living/playing in the
neighbourhood and the increase could result in
more accidents.

Due to the changes to the
application to address submitter
concerns, the Sea Esplanade and
the eastern portion of Dryden Street
are not to be constructed reducing
traffic at these points. Additionally,
it is not considered that the new
internal
road
will
generate
significant impacts to the current
traffic flow in the surrounding
residential streets.

10.

No provision exists in the current proposal for a
bus stop. The need to provide a covered, safe
bus stop at Shelley Street is an important
concern for local families.

11.

As a bare minimum, footpath installation along
Dryden Street is required. This is currently used
by all the local community and visitors as
pedestrian access from Shelley Street to the
Turtle Trail.

There is no requirement for a
development of this type to provide
public transport infrastructure of this
nature.
To ensure connectivity between the
development
and
the
Sea
Esplanade area, a pedestrian
pathway extension is proposed to
connect from the cul-de-sac of
Dryden Street to the existing
pathway along the Sea Esplanade.

12.

It would be in the best interest to refuse to allow
the further extension of Sea Esplanade towards
the south. The increase in headlight beams from
motor vehicles will be both directed towards Mon
Repose and back towards our local turtle nesting
area at Oaks Beach.

The plan of development has been
amended to address this matter.

Community and Lifestyle concerns:
13.

Along the proposed extension of Sea
Esplanade, this has been historically used by
locals as a parkland and exercise area. School
students gather there for their charity fun walks,
weddings are held there, tourists and walking
groups meet there – it is realistically the only
large “open” area at the south end of Burnett
Heads that can be used for these pastimes.
Council mows this area and maintains the
pathway and residents and tourists appreciate
and utilise it.

The proposed development does
not include the land east to the Sea
Esplanade
nor
does
the
development proposes to construct
the Sea Esplanade. The proposed
development is to occur on privately
owned land and will not restrict the
continued public use of the
foreshore area.

The proposed subdivision will set a precedent
for further extension of urban development
towards Mon Repos rookery. Should this be
allowed to occur there is a high probability that
sea turtles will no longer come ashore to nest at
Mon Repos.

The proposed development will not
set a precedent for further extension
of urban development towards Mon
Repos
rookery.
For
any
development to occur on properties
to the south within the ‘Emerging
Communities” zone, a further
applicant/development would be
required to under a similar
assessment process.

Precedent:
14.
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Zoning/Landuse
15.

The language used in the Planning Scheme
appears easily confused by laypeople.
A
common opinion expressed by many local
residents confirms a commonly held belief that
the Emerging Community zone was something
to do with a community asset or project such as
a park or open space. There was clearly no work
done on this to explain the impact of the
Emerging Community zone to adjacent property
owners during the preparation of the Planning
Scheme.

The Planning Scheme utilises
mandatory wording for zones
contained in the Queensland
Planning Provisions.

16.

There is an abundance of vacant land in the area
so there is no justification on need.
The
development is premature and unnecessary and
only timely for the developer.

Whilst there may be vacant land in
the
area,
the
proposed
development is unique in regards to
lot sizes and proximity to the
foreshore. It is noted that no new
residential lots have been approved
in Burnett Heads in the past 10 to 15
years.

17.

The proposal does not represent the best use of
the land. The best use is the current “rural” nonurban style zoning which keeps the block size
and the restrictions of one house and one
shed/block in place. The land MAY be deemed
suitable for urban purposes in the future but only
when reticulated sewerage is available and the
subdivision design of the land has been
amended to lessen impact on this Sea Turtle
Sensitive area.

This is a key consideration and this
concern is noted.
A detailed
discussion regarding turtle lighting
and zoning/use of land is provided
in section 3 (Issues Relevant to the
Application) of this report.

Statutory Non Compliance:
18.

The use of the “Guardian” newspaper as a
widely read newspaper circulation in the area
surely become questionable as a compliance
tool. The issues with this publication is “widely
read” anecdotal evidence suggests that is not
the case locally which leads me to believe the
necessary processes have not been adequate
addressed”.

Section 297 of the Sustainable
Planning Act 2009 details the public
notification criteria.
Section
297(1)(a) of the SPA 2009
specifically details that the public
notice must be “published at least
one in a newspaper circulating
generally in the locality of the land”.
The Act does not specify that the
paper needs to be “widely read”, just
that the paper needs to be
circulating in the area.
The
“Guardian” newspaper is circulated
in the locality of the land and
therefore complies with the Act.

Led to assume that the Council’s long-term plan
for all the five acre plots in the area to be limited
to one shed and one dwelling per plot. The
Burnett Heads community would not gain from
turning the foreshore into another monstrosity
the likes of which has been allowed to occur (and
ruin) along the Bargara foreshore.

This concern is noted. A detailed
discussion regarding this concern is
provided
in
section
1.2
(Background) of this report along
with some historical context.

Other
19.
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It is contended that no Material Change of Use
notice was ever advertised for the subject land
as required by law to change from 2 hectares
Rural residential to Emerging Community zone
and therefore residents and the local community
have not had the chance to comment of this
change.

In accordance with section 118 of
the Sustainable Planning Act (SPA)
2009, the now adopted Bundaberg
Regional Council Planning Scheme
2015 was put out for public
notification by Council.
Section
181(1)(b) of SPA 2009 details that
the local government must carry out
public consultation for 30 business
days.
Public
consultation
commenced on 22 September 2014
and ended on 28 November 2014.
This extended consultation period
of 49 days provided ample time for
the community to view, consider
and made a submission on the
proposed planning scheme.

One (1) submission was received by Council in support of the application, with the
following comments:


The proposed development would enhance the Burnett Heads area and along
with the marina, the calm water, boat ramp, small shopping precinct and
restaurants, it will bring in more population. The development looks to fit in well
in the area and would not impact on the turtle habitat as there are existing houses
along the esplanade.

4.

REFERRALS

4.1 Internal Referrals
Advice was received from the following internal departments:
Internal department

Referral Comments Received

Development Assessment - Engineering

16 May 2016

Water and Wastewater

11 January 2016

Any significant issues raised in the referrals have been included in section 3 of this
report.
4.2 Referral Agency
Not Applicable
5.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Pursuant to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this application was advertised for 15
business days from 25 February 2016 until 17 March 2016. The Applicant submitted
documentation on 18 March 2016 advising that public notification had been carried out
in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. Council received 121
submissions in relation to this development application during this period. Of the
submissions 105 were considered to be properly made submissions. Any significant
issues raised have been included in section 3 of this report.
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Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
o Yes – Communications Team consulted

Attachments:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Site Plan
Locality Plan
Approval Plan
Original proposal plan
Current proposal plan
AICN

Recommendation:
That Development Application 321.2016.44964.1 be determined as follows:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Reconfiguring of a Lot for Subdivision (1 Lot into 12 lots over 2 stages)
SUBJECT SITE
70-80 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads; described as Lot 1 on RP894579
DECISION
Approved in full subject to conditions
The conditions of this approval are set out in Schedule 1. These conditions are
clearly identified to indicate whether the assessment manager or concurrence
agency imposed them.
1.

DETAILS OF APPROVAL
The following approvals are given:
Sustainable
Planning Development
Regulation 2009, schedule 3 Permit
reference
Reconfiguring a lot

Preliminary
Approval

Part 1, table 3, item 1

Deemed Approval
Section 331 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA) is not applicable to
this decision.
2.

PRELIMINARY APPROVAL AFFECTING THE PLANNING SCHEME
Not Applicable.
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OTHER NECESSARY DEVELOPMENT PERMITS AND/OR COMPLIANCE
PERMITS
Listed below are other development permits and/or compliance permits that
are necessary to allow the development to be carried out:


4.

All Operational Work

CODES FOR SELF ASSESSABLE DEVELOPMENT
The following codes must be complied with for self-assessable development
related to the development approved.
The relevant codes identified in the:


5.

Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015 and Associated
Planning Scheme Policies

DETAILS OF ANY COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT REQUIRED FOR
DOCUMENTS OR WORK IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT
Compliance assessment is required under chapter 6, part 10 of SPA for the
following documents or works in relation to the development

6.

Documents or
works requiring
compliance
assessment

Matters or things
against which the
document or work
must be assessed

Compliance
assessor

When the request for
compliance
assessment must be
made

Subdivision Plan

The matters or things
listed in Schedule 19,
Table 1 of the
Sustainable Planning
Regulation 2009

Bundaberg
Regional
Council

In the time stated in
Schedule 19, Table 1 of
the Sustainable
Planning Regulation
2009

SUBMISSIONS
There were 121 submissions received for the application. The name and
address of the principal submitter for each properly made submission are as
follows:
Name of principal submitter

Address

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8/9 Maryborough Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670
3 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
3 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
8 Bushman Crt, Pomona QLD 4568
Shop 7, Bargara Beach Plaza, Bargara QLD 4670
PO Box 1530, Bundaberg QLD 4670

7.

8.
9.
10.

Chris Anderson
Diane Anderson
Thomas Anderson
Luke Barrowcliffe
Stephen Bennett, MP
Gary Brandon, President,
Sea Turtle Alliance Inc
Geoff Brittingham,
Regional Director,
Department of National
Parks, Sport and Racing
Linda Buchholz
Burnett Mary Regional
Group
Skye Byrnes
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Neil S Campbell
Madonna Chesham
Carmel Coney
David Cook
Davina Cook
Jennifer Cook
Jodee Deatta
Gloria Edmondson
Shaun Edmondson
Margo Edwards
Trevor Edwards
Ken Eveleigh
Maddison-roze Eveleigh
Elizabeth Flintoff
Patricia Francey
Heath Greville
Cynnamon Gusdorf
Lynette Hair & Lawrence
Hair
Benjamin Harper
Margaret Hobson
William J Hobson
Fergus Hogg

39.
40.
41.
42.

Craig Holland
Carol Holzheimer
Cathryn Andrew Ingham
Kenneth Stanley Ingham
Sharon Jackson
Ann Jarman, Hon
Secretary, Bundaberg
Wildlife
Trevor D Jennings
Mervyn Johnston
Andreas Kirchhof
Karen Kirchhof

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

D Knight
Margaret Knight
John Krosch
Debra Langerak
Mark Langerak
Kathy McCombes
Mark McCombes
Kylie McEwan
Shane McEwan
Cherie Mackenzie
Pamela McNee
Wayne McNee
Glen Matthews
Jenette Matthews
Ashley Miranda

58.
59.
60.
61.

Phillip Mitchell
Ange Mitchell
Maureen Montgomery
Mrs Shane Muller
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7 Wendouree Crescent, Westlake 4074
174 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
9 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
16 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
16 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
16 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
5 Neptune Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
1 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
1 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
1 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
1 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
2 Cook Street, Gloucester NSW 2422
2 Cook Street, Gloucester NSW 2422
39 Byron Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
27 Cove Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
39 Hunter Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
1/5 Whalley Street, Bargara QLD 4670
22 Monash Place, Ferny Grove QLD 4055
3 Moore Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
7 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
7 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
16 Dorothea Mackellar Street, Burnett Heads QLD
4670
Unit 1, 78 Crofton Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670
126 Woondooma Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670
93 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
93 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
2 Marine Terrace, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland, PO
Box 1215, Bundaberg QLD 4670
8 Dawn Parade, Thabeban QLD 4670
19 Byron Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
35 Aldridge Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
17 Dorothea-Mackellar Street, Burnett Heads QLD
4670
45 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
45 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
131 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
83 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
83 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
8 Woodland Crescent, Browns Plains QLD 4118
8 Woodland Crescent, Browns Plains QLD 4118
3 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
3 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
84 Powers Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
87 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
87 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
135 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
135 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
Rangeview Camp, Mawa Street, Blackwater QLD
4717
31 Nielson Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
39 Hunter Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
131 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
15/21 Walters Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670
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63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
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43 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
5 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
5 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
81 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
3 Ripple Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
53 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
53 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
12 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
12 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
123 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
123 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
2/73 Electra Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670
43 Schell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
5/8 Williams Road, Bundaberg QLD 4670
31 Hunter Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
64 Nielson Avenue, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
64 Nielson Avenue, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
37 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
37 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
46 Neville Drive, Branyan QLD 4670
13 Black Beauty Court, Bundaberg QLD 4670
46 Neville Drive, Branyan QLD 4670
13 Black Beauty Court, Kensington QLD 4670
115 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
22 Shell Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
65 Gibson Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
117 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
67 Gibson Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
7 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
10 Cossart Crescent, Bargara QLD 4670
41 Byron Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
29 Watson’s Road, Bargara QLD 4670
12 Maike Street, Kalkie QLD 4670

95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Sean Murphy
Bruce Neilsen
Jackalyn Neilsen
Fiona Noble
Shelley Patten
Edward Pearce
Norma Pearce
Grace Picton
John Picton
B Pill
Denise Pill
Stephen Plant
Theodore Alford Potter
Rhonda Reck
Lynette J Regan
Peter Regan
Mrs Tracie Regan
Michael Reynolds
Ruth Reynolds
Rebekah Robert
Reon Robert
Reon Antoni Robert
Ruth Robert
Sandra Rounsevell-Aidon
Sandra Rounsevell-Aidon
Sandra Rounsevell-Aidon
Sandra Rounsevell-Aidon
Sandra Rounsevell-Aidon
Cr Danny Rowleson
The Greens, Queensland
Tracey Senyard
Ms Pam Soper
Linda Gaye. Stone,
Director, C & K
Kindergarten, Burnett
Heads
Carly Sugars
Stan Thomas
Reg Trevor
Kay Tuck
Jan Can Harskamp
Marion Watson

101.

Ms Rita Wechsler

2 Ocean Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670

102.

Mrs Grethlyn May White

126 Woondooma Street, Bundaberg QLD 4670

103.

Stephen James Whitton

35 Rickert’s Road, Burnett Heads QLD 4670

104.

Wendy-Anne Whitton

35 Rickert’s Road, Burnett Heads QLD 4670

105.

David Lillywhite

31 Hunter Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
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17 Scott Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
81 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
6/179A Bargara Road, Kalkie QLD 4670
15 Scott Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
91 Shelley Street, Burnett Heads QLD 4670
25/145 Egerton Street, Emerald QLD 4720
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CONFLICT WITH A RELEVANT INSTRUMENT AND REASONS FOR THE
DECISION DESPITE THE CONFLICT
The assessment manager does not consider that the assessment manager’s
decision conflicts with a relevant instrument.

8.

REFERRAL AGENCY
Not Applicable

9.

APPROVED PLAN
The approved plan for this development approval are listed in the following
table:
Plan/Document number

Plan/Document name

Date

AA008868-01 Revision B

Subdivision and Staging Plan

6 May 2016

10. WHEN APPROVAL LAPSES IF DEVELOPMENT NOT STARTED
Pursuant to section 341 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this approval
will lapse four (4) years from the date that the approval takes effect unless the
relevant period is extended pursuant to section 383.
11. REFUSAL DETAILS
Not Applicable
12. CONDITIONS ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE
The following conditions about infrastructure have been imposed under
Chapter 8 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009:
Conditions

Provision under which the Condition was imposed

9, 10 ,12, 14, 15,16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
28 and 31

Section 665 – Non-trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 646 – Identified Trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 647 – Other Trunk Infrastructure

SCHEDULE 1 CONDITIONS AND ADVICES IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT
MANAGER
PART 1A – CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT MANAGER
General
1.

Meet the full cost of all works and any other requirements associated with this
development, unless specified in a particular condition.

2.

Where there is any conflict between Conditions of this Decision Notice and
details shown on the Approved Plans, the Conditions prevail.

3.

Comply with all of the conditions of this Development permit prior to the
submission of a Plan of Subdivision for compliance assessment and signing,
unless otherwise stated within this notice.
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New Street Names
4.

Street names must be submitted to and approved by the Assessment Manager
prior to the commencement of Operational Works associated with this
approval. A written request for the proposed naming of streets must be
submitted that includes three (3) suggested road names for each new street in
the development that:
a.

Reflect aspects of the area in which the streets are located, including
historical names, unless otherwise determined by the Assessment
Manager. The order of preference in allocating street names will be:
i.

Historical persons / Historical place names;

ii.

Other relevant aspects (eg. local flora and fauna); and

iii.

Themed street names. Where ‘themed’ names are proposed, a list
of street names for the entire development must be submitted as
part of the Operational Works application for Stage One of the
development;

b.

Are nouns and generally contain one (1) word. Composite words may be
acceptable when they supplement the primary name; and

c.

Are unique and unambiguous to the Bundaberg Regional Council local
government area.

(Note: where a street is extended, the new section created will retain the name
of the street extended.)
5.

Supply and erect all necessary street signs and posts.

Date Development Must be Completed By (Lapsing Date)
6.

In accordance with section 342 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this
Development Approval to the extent it relates to development not completed
will lapse four (4) years from the date of this approval.

Staging
7.

The development may be staged in accordance with the stage boundaries
shown on the Approved Plans. If staged, the development need not be
completed sequentially in the stage order indicated on the Approved Plans
provided that any road access and infrastructure services required to service
the particular stage are constructed with that stage.

8.

Comply with the conditions of each respective stage of this Development
Permit prior to the endorsement of a Plan of Subdivision for that stage unless
otherwise stated within this notice.

Water
9.

Provide a reticulated water supply service to each lot by supplying all
necessary materials, including structures and equipment, and performing all
necessary works. The works must include all necessary upgrades of Council
infrastructure to ensure that downstream properties are not adversely affected
by the increased demand of the development. Works must include network
modelling with main sizing to be finalised as part of an application for
Operational Works.
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Stormwater
10. Install a stormwater drainage system connecting to a lawful point of discharge.
The works must be undertaken in accordance with an Operational Works
approval, and must include in particular:
a.

the works described in Engineering Solutions Qld Conceptual
Stormwater Management Report dated December 2015, with the
exception of the following:
i.

Section 5.4 envisages handover one (1) year after the bio-retention
system is constructed with the initial stage. Council will not consider
accepting the bio-retention facility until a minimum of two (2) years
after the final lot is sealed and expects the developer to maintain the
system for the entire interim period.

b.

Provision of Q100 ARI inter-allotment drainage for contributing external
lots identified by detailed terrain modelling;

c.

Shape the surface of each lot to drain directly to either a Road or
Drainage Reserve as no internal inter-allotment drainage will be
permitted for any new lot. The drainage specifics must be determined as
part of an application for Operational Works; and

d.

Stormwater drainage must be designed and constructed in accordance
with the requirements of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual and
Bundaberg Regional Council.

11. The Lawful Point of Discharge for the development is the existing open channel
in Nielson Avenue.
12. The drainage system for the development must incorporate Stormwater Quality
Improvements in accordance with the State Planning Policy July 2014 and the
Bundaberg Regional Council Stormwater Management Strategies. A Site
Based Stormwater Management Plan and Erosion and Sediment Control
Management Plan, inclusive of long term maintenance measures, must be
submitted as part of an application for Operational Works outlining how the
Stormwater Quality Improvements in both the construction and operational
phases of the development will be achieved.
Roadworks and Access
All Stages
13. No vehicular access is permitted from Sea Esplanade.
14. The new roads must be dedicated as road reserve.
15. Intersection designs and speed restriction devices must be in accordance with
Main Roads Road Planning and Design Manual and, where applicable,
Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised
Intersections.
16. Provide truncations to all street intersection types to a minimum of six (6) metre
three (3) chord configuration. The truncation must be dedicated as road
reserve.
17. Construct all new roads in accordance with SC 6.3 Planning scheme policy for
development works for Access Street Classification.
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18. Where the staged road layout does not allow a commercial vehicle to
manoeuvre within the roadway in a forward gear, provide a temporary sealed
turn-around facility. The temporary turn-around facilities must be in accordance
with an Operational Works approval and provide a minimum twenty (20) metre
turning circle, measured from the edge of the pavement.
19. Install Road Closed to Traffic Signage and barriers to effect the closure of Sea
Esplanade so that:
a.

No pre or post construction traffic for Stage 1 or Stage 2 use Sea
Esplanade;

b.

Proposed Lots 5, 6 and 7 cannot be accessed by vehicles to Sea
Esplanade; and

c.

Sea Esplanade cannot be accessed from Dryden Street.

Stage 1
20. Provide pavement construction and asphaltic concrete (AC) sealing to the full
site frontage of Shelley Street extending the nearby kerb and channel
alignment to the edge of the existing pavement. The pavement must be
designed in accordance with Austroads Pavement Design for Light Traffic: A
supplement to Austroads Pavement Design Guide (AP-T36/06). The pavement
specifics must be determined as part of an application for Operational Works.
21. Provide pavement construction and asphaltic concrete (AC) sealing to the full
site frontage of Dryden Street extending the nearby kerb and channel
alignment to the edge of the existing pavement. The pavement must be
designed in accordance with Austroads Pavement Design for Light Traffic: A
supplement to Austroads Pavement Design Guide (AP-T36/06). The pavement
specifics must be determined as part of an application for Operational Works.
Property access and driveways
Stage 2
22. Access strips and driveways to proposed Lots 6 and 7 must comply with the
standards specified in the Planning scheme policy for development works –
driveways and access to developments. The specific requirements must be
determined as part of the Operational Works application.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
23. Pedestrian and bicycle facilities must be provided for the development. The
works must be undertaken in accordance with an Operational Works approval
and must include a 1.5 metre (minimum) concrete ribbon pathway within the
road verge from the end of the new Dryden Street extension in Stage 2 to the
existing footpath that runs north to south along the east side of the Sea
Esplanade Road Reserve, (ATP.00124), generally in accordance with
Council’s Standard Drawing R1030 for Footpaths and Cycle Paths;
Electricity and Telecommunications
24. Enter into an agreement with an approved electricity provider, to ensure that
electricity will be available to each lot under standard tariff conditions and
without further capital contributions. Provide evidence of such an agreement,
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along with associated bonding arrangements, to the Assessment Manager
prior to the approval of the Plan of Subdivision.
25. Enter into an agreement with the Telecommunications Authority or Cable
Service
provider
(whichever
is
applicable)
to
ensure
that
telecommunication/cable services will be available to each lot. Provide
evidence of such an agreement to the Assessment Manager prior to the
approval of the Plan of Subdivision.
26. Telecommunication conduits (ducts) and pits, including trenching and design,
must be provided to service the development in accordance with 'Fibre-Ready'
standards or the NBN Co Installing Pit and Conduit Infrastructure - Guidelines
for Developers, to the satisfaction of the Assessment Manager.
Street Lighting
27. Street lighting must be low pressure sodium vapour lighting fitted with hoods
or fully screened and directed away from the foreshore and from the area north
of the Mon Repos Turtle Rockery.
28. Street lighting to new roads, multi-modal pathways and intersections must be
by way of provision of poles and street lights. The design and provision of street
lighting must be in accordance with Australian Standard 1158:2005. The
applicable lighting category is P4 for all roadways.
Existing Services and Structures
29. Ensure all existing and proposed utility services and connections (eg.
electricity, telecommunications, water and sewerage) are wholly located within
the lot they serve.
30. Certification must be submitted to the Assessment Manager from an
appropriately qualified surveyor which certifies that:
a.

the boundary clearances for any existing shed remaining on the proposed
Lot 8 comply with the relevant provisions of the planning scheme and the
Building Act 1975, unless varied by this Decision Notice; and

b.

all existing and proposed utility services and connections (eg. electricity,
telecommunications, water) are wholly located within the lot they serve,
or alternatively included within an easement where location within the lot
is not possible.

Easements
31. Lodge for registration at the office of the Land Registry the following
easement(s):
a.

a reciprocal access and services easement of minimum three (3) metre
width for proposed Lot 6 and 7. The easements must extend for the full
length of the access handles;

b.

sewerage easements having a minimum width of three (3) metres to the
benefit of Council as shown on the Approved Plan for Stage 1 and Stage
2 that includes any sewerage main proposed traversing the land located
within the easement.

32. Easement documentation must be submitted to the Assessment Manager for
endorsement.
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33. All works must be kept clear of any existing or proposed easements on the
subject land, unless agreed otherwise in writing by the Grantee.
PART 1B – ADVICE NOTES
Infrastructure Charges Notice
A.

Please find attached the Infrastructure Charges Notice (Register No:
331.2016.821.1) applicable to the approved development.

Rates and Charges
B.

In accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, all rates, charges or
any expenses being a charge over the subject land under any Act must be paid
prior to the Plan of Subdivision being endorsed by the Assessment Manager.

Water and Sewer
C.

The Developer should engage an appropriately qualified hydraulic consultant
to assess the suitability of the water supply system to cater for the proposed
development, including firefighting requirements in accordance with AS2419.

D.

Connection to Council’s water and sewer infrastructure is subject to further
approvals. For further information about these requirements, contact Council’s
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Planning Technical Support Section on
1300 883 699.

E.

In order for agreed Council work to be performed on existing live water and
sewer infrastructure:
a.

ensure a detailed design proposal is submitted to the Assessment
Manager, marked ‘For Construction’;

b.

complete and return the ‘Application for Water & Sewer’ forms available
from the Assessment Manager;

c.

pay the applicable lodgment fee;

d.

if necessary, a quote will be prepared by Council’s Water and Wastewater
Operations & Maintenance Department once the detailed design
proposal is approved; and

e.

follow instructions provided with the quotation and pay the quoted fee.

Note: The ‘Application for Water & Sewer’ forms can cater for both water and
sewer connection requirements in the one application. The applicable
lodgment fee will be adjusted at the time of lodgment according to the features
requested.
PART 1C – PROPERTY NOTES
A.

Development Approval 321.2016.44964.1 – Sewerage
The following notation applies to approved Lots 1 to 12:
This property is not serviced by the Council’s reticulated sewerage network.
Any future development must be provided with an on-site waste water
treatment and effluent disposal system having a capacity sufficient for the use.
The establishment of a waste water treatment and disposal system for the site
requires a Compliance Permit to be obtained from Council under the Plumbing
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and Drainage Act 2002. The system must be designed in accordance with the
Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code (Department of State
Development and Infrastructure & Planning, 2007) and Australian Standard
AS/NZS1547: 2000 “On-site Domestic Wastewater Management”.
B.

Development Approval 321.2016.44964.1 – Access
The following notation applies to approved Lots 1, 5, 8 and 11 (corner lots):
Any access driveway is required to maintain a minimum six (6) metre
separation to truncations.

C.

Development Approval 321.2016.44964.1 – Access (Sea Esplanade)
The following notation applies to approved Lots 5, 6 and 7:
No vehicular access is permitted from Sea Esplanade.

D.

Development Approval 321.2016.44964.1 – Sea Turtle Sensitive Area
The following notations apply to approved Lots 1 to 12:
D1

This property is located within a sea turtle sensitive area.
Any noise or vibration generated during the construction and operation of
a future development should be managed to ensure it does not have an
adverse impact on sea turtles.
All windows and glass doors facing or within line-of sight of the coast in a
sea turtle sensitive area, are recommended to be tinted or otherwise
screened to reduce light spill from indoor lighting.
All exterior lighting provided as part of any future development or building
work in a sea turtle sensitive area, should reduce light pollution and sky
glow by:a.

minimising the use and intensity of external lighting to that required
to achieve the light’s purpose and to avoid reflection from the
ground, buildings or other surfaces;

b.

using lighting that is fully shielded, directed and mounted as low as
possible so as to cast little or no upward light (above the horizontal)
or light spill towards the coast;

c.

using lighting of a wavelength less likely to cause nuisance to sea
turtles or other fauna (e.g. amber lighting); and

d.

fitting lights with light motion detection sensors and/or timers to
ensure lighting is turned off when not required.
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Attachment 2
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Attachment 3

Attachment 3 - Approval Plan
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Attachment 4

Attachment 4 - Original proposal plan
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

K3

322.2016.45849.1

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

Portfolio:
Infrastructure & Planning Services
Subject:
132 Potters Road, Qunaba - Material Change of Use for Community Infrastructure
Report Author:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Authorised by:
Michael Ellery, Group Manager Development
Link to Corporate Plan:
Governance - 4.4.6 A commonsense approach to planning, coordination and
consultation
Summary:
APPLICATION NO
PROPOSAL
APPLICANT
OWNER
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
ADDRESS
PLANNING SCHEME
ZONING
OVERLAYS
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT
SITE AREA
CURRENT USE
PROPERLY MADE DATE
STATUS
REFERRAL AGENCIES
NO OF SUBMITTERS
PREVIOUS APPROVALS
SITE INSPECTION
CONDUCTED
LEVEL OF DELEGATION
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322.2016.45849.1
Material change of Use for Community Use (Animal Management
Facility)
Bundaberg Regional Council
Reserve For Local Government
Lot 243 on CK2823
132 Potters Road, Qunaba
Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015
Community Facilities Zone (Other Zones)
Flood Hazard, Infrastructure, Heritage and Neighbourhood
Character.
Code
46.9 ha
Waste Management Facility
1 June 2016
The 20 business day decision period ends on 29 June 2016
Nil.
N/A.
322.2014.40261.1 – Public Utility Undertaking (Waste
Management Facility)
8 June 2016
Level 3
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Proposal
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This application seeks approval to change the use of an unused portion of the Qunaba
Waste facility. The applicant is seeking a development permit for a material change
of use for a new animal management facility to be established on the south-east corner
of the subject site, located at 132 Potters Road, Qunaba for its sole use in relation to
carrying out its statutory animal management activities.
The proposal involves the construction of a new building of approximately 556 m 2
gross floor area as well as livestock pens, a cattle ramp, internal driveway and car
parking area, as well as supporting civil works.
The proposed new building will be constructed from block with tin roofing. The
maximum height of the sloping roof is 4.7 m above natural ground level. The building
is proposed in an L shape and will contain administration office and reception, cattery,
dog pens and associated storage and service areas. Public parking, consisting of
eight standard and one disabled spaces, is in front of the building and will be accessed
by a sealed internal driveway which in turn will come off a newly constructed road
(currently unnamed road reserve) that runs off Potters Road. An additional parking
space for vehicles transporting animals to the site is located within a portion of the
proposed building, which can then be shut to enable processing of impounded animals
and prevent their escape.
To the north of the entry driveway it is proposed to locate a cattle ramp and six
livestock pens for the holding of cattle, horses, sheep or the like. These pens will have
a shelter structure in each top corner to provide shade for housed animals.
The entire area to be used for the animal management facility is proposed to be fenced
with a 1.8 metre high chain wire fence, similar to that exists around the adjoining waste
facility. There will be no direct connection between the animal facility and waste
management activities occurring on the site.
The applicant has advised that the facility will operate generally between 6 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday, with access to the site occurring afterhours and on weekends only
as required to process impounded animals or other urgent matters. Public access is
generally limited to one hour per working day, although this may be extended to meet
a specific need that might arise. Public access to the facility outside of the normal
work hours is by appointment and only on rare occasions.
In relation to traffic, the applicant advises that under normal conditions only one vehicle
will be transporting impounded animals to the site in addition to the one staff member
located on the premises. Based on historical data, on average it could be expected
that 3 dogs per day will be delivered to the site, 1 cat every two days, and livestock
very infrequently (only 1 animal was impounded in Bundaberg for the 9 months to 31
March 2016). Accordingly, the applicant contends that the amount of traffic to the site
is relatively low compared to other community uses.
1.2

Site Description

The development site is comprised of approximately 2 hectares of land that makes up
part of Council’s current Qunaba Waste Management Facility.
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The development area, located in the southern corner of the overall site, has direct
frontage to Potters Road along its south-west boundary and frontage to an unnamed,
unconstructed road reserve along its south eastern boundary. The development land
is generally level and clear of vegetation apart from tall grass and weeds.
The existing weigh bridge and other facilities associated with the waste management
facility are located immediately to the north-west of the development area. The Barolin
Nature Reserve is located to the north-east and south-east (on the opposite side of
the unnamed road) of the subject site. Apart from the nature reserve, the surrounding
area consists predominantly of agricultural land under active cultivation for cane and
small crops.
2.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

2.1.

Applicable Planning Scheme, Codes and Policies

The applicable local planning instruments for this application are:
Planning Scheme:
Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme
Applicable Codes:


Community facilities zone



Acid sulfate soils overlay code



Agricultural land overlay code



Flood hazard overlay code



Heritage and neighbourhood character overlay code



Infrastructure overlay code



Community activities code



Landscaping code



Nuisance code



Transport and parking code



Works, services and infrastructure code

Applicable Planning Scheme Policies:


Planning scheme policy for development works

2.2

State Planning Instruments

The Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015 has been endorsed to reflect
the state planning instruments.
3.

ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE APPLICATION

The following significant issues have been identified in the assessment of the
application:
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Suitability of Land Use
The proposed community use is located on land that is zoned appropriately for such
uses. The facility is located on an area of land that will not be required for future waste
management activities and does not conflict with previous approvals over the site. The
facility will also be accessible for residents of both the coastal strip and the eastern
suburbs of the Bundaberg City, and is co-located with another community facility that
people from these communities are already accessing.
Whilst the proposed building that the majority of activities will be contained is larger
than would normally be expected in a rural setting, the building is well setback from
any road frontage (approx 50 metres) or adjoining boundary and will be screened by
a vegetation buffer around the perimeter of the site.
On this basis it is considered that the proposed site is an appropriate location for an
animal management facility.
Amenity Impacts
The subject site is immediately surround by uses that will not be affected by the
operations of the proposed use. The nearest dwelling house to any animal holding
area is approximately 350 metres to the west along Potters Road.
It is noted that all domestic type animals that are likely to generate significant noise
(eg dogs) will be kept within the proposed building with only the exercise area being
located outside to the rear of the building (ie the building will be between yard and any
houses). The livestock yards will contain animals that are typical of the rural setting
of the area.
Given the limited hours of operation proposed and the low volume of traffic generated
taken together with the large distance to the nearest sensitive receptor, it is considered
that the proposal satisfies the requirements of the nuisance code in relation to noise.
Conditions have been included in the recommendation to ensure that there are no
impacts on the amenity of nearby residents from light or waste.
Car parking
The Transport and parking code provides an acceptable solution for the provision of
car parking for community uses of 1 space per 20 m2 of gross floor area. This would
require the use to provide 28 car parking spaces. However, it is noted that this rate is
intended to cover a wide range of community uses including community halls and
libraries that are likely to have higher traffic generation rates.
The development has proposed to provide ten sealed car parking spaces, including
one disabled space, nine of which will be available to the public. The applicant has
also proposed to provide an additional grassed area for overflow parking that could
contain another ten vehicles.
Given the limited hours of operation and low generation of vehicle movements by the
use it is considered that the proposed provision of car parking spaces is sufficient for
the likely demand to be generated by the use.
Stormwater
Stormwater from the existing use is directed via an overland flowpath through the
development area to discharge to an existing culvert under Potters Road. A
condition has been included to ensure that this overland flow path is not blocked.
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Roadworks and Access
A new rural standard access road is proposed to be constructed in the existing 20
metre wide unnamed road reserve that intersects Potters Road just south of the
subject site's south property boundary.
A nominal BAR treatment is considered warranted on Potters Road to minimise the
impact of the right turn on through traffic and limit the risk of rear end crashes.
4.

REFERRALS

4.1

Internal Referrals

Advice was received from the following internal departments:
Internal department

Referral Comments Received

Development Assessment - Engineering

08/06/2016

Any significant issues raised in the referrals have been included in section 3 of this
report.
4.2

Referral Agency

Not Applicable
5.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Not Applicable.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
o Not applicable
Yes – Communications Team consulted

Attachments:
1
2
3

Locality Plan
Site Plan
Proposal Plans

Recommendation:
That Development Application 322.2016.45849.1 be determined as follows:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Material Change of Use/Reconfiguring of a Lot/Operational Works/Building Works
for Community Infrastructure
SUBJECT SITE
132 Potters Road, Qunaba described as Lot 243 on CK2823
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DECISION
Approved in full subject to conditions
The conditions of this approval are set out in Schedule 1. These conditions are
clearly identified to indicate whether the assessment manager or concurrence
agency imposed them.
1.

DETAILS OF APPROVAL
The following approvals are given:
Sustainable
Development
Planning
Permit
Regulation 2009,
schedule
3
reference

Preliminary
Approval

Making a material change of use
assessable under the planning
scheme, a temporary local planning
instrument, a master plan or a
preliminary approval to which
section 242 applies

Deemed Approval
Section 331 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA) is not applicable to
this decision.
2.

PRELIMINARY APPROVAL AFFECTING THE PLANNING SCHEME
Not Applicable.

3.

OTHER NECESSARY DEVELOPMENT PERMITS AND/OR COMPLIANCE
PERMITS
Listed below are other development permits and/or compliance permits that
are necessary to allow the development to be carried out:

4.



All Building Work



All Plumbing and Drainage Work

CODES FOR SELF ASSESSABLE DEVELOPMENT
The following codes must be complied with for self-assessable development
related to the development approved.
The relevant codes identified in the:


5.

Bundaberg Regional Council Planning Scheme and Associated Planning
Scheme Policies

DETAILS OF ANY COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT REQUIRED FOR
DOCUMENTS OR WORK IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT
Not Applicable

6.

SUBMISSIONS
Not Applicable
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CONFLICT WITH A RELEVANT INSTRUMENT AND REASONS FOR THE
DECISION DESPITE THE CONFLICT
The assessment manager does not consider that the assessment manager’s
decision conflicts with a relevant instrument.

8.

REFERRAL AGENCY
Not Applicable

9.

APPROVED PLAN/S The approved plans and/or document/s for this
development approval are listed in the following table:
Plan/Document number

Plan/Document name

Date

41-29656-A001 (as amended in
red)

Site Layout

24.03.16

41-29656-A100

Floor Layout

24.03.16

41-29656-A150

Roof Plan

24.03.16

41-29656-A400

Elevations

24.03.16

41-29656-A450

Sections

24.03.16

121228 Rev A

Qunaba Animal Management
Facility Intersection Layout Plan

121227 Rev A

Qunaba Animal Management
Facility Intersection Control Line
Setout Details & Typical Cross
Sections

10. WHEN APPROVAL LAPSES IF DEVELOPMENT NOT STARTED
Pursuant to section 341 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this approval
will lapse four (4) years from the date that the approval takes effect unless the
relevant period is extended pursuant to section 383.
11. REFUSAL DETAILS
Not Applicable
12. CONDITIONS ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE
The following conditions about infrastructure have been imposed under
Chapter 8 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009:

Condition/s

Provision under which the Condition was imposed

Conditions 16-24

Section 665 – Non-trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 646 – Identified Trunk Infrastructure

N/A

Section 647 – Other Trunk Infrastructure

SCHEDULE 1 CONDITIONS AND ADVICES IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT
MANAGER
PART 1A – CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY THE ASSESSMENT MANAGER
General
1.

Meet the full cost of all works and any other requirements associated with this
development, unless specified in a particular condition.
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2.

Where there is any conflict between Conditions of this Decision Notice and
details shown on the Approved Plans, the Conditions prevail.

3.

Comply with all of the conditions of this Development Permit prior to the
commencement of the use, unless otherwise stated within this notice, and
maintain compliance whilst the use continues.

Extent of Approved Use
4.

The approval does not include those areas shown as “future” extensions on
the approved plans.

Landscaping
5.

The site must be landscaped. Such landscaping must:
a. Consist of the construction of permanent garden beds planted with trees
and shrubs, with particular attention to the street frontages of the site;
b. Include species recognised for their low water requirements and is to be
provided with an approved controlled underground or drip watering system.
Any such system is to be fitted with an approved testable backflow
prevention device;
c. Include a minimum of two shade trees within the car parking area;
d. Use locally endemic or other natives species specified in the Planning
Scheme Policy for Development Works;
e. Provide a densely planted buffer consisting of large trees and shrubs to the
boundaries of the proposed animal management facility area as shown on
the approved plans. The buffer must effectively soften the appearance of
the development when viewed from any public space to the satisfaction of
the Assessment Manager; and
f. Include trees or other landscape elements to provide shade to the proposed
building to assist with microclimate management and energy conservation.

6.

Landscaping must be completed prior to the use commencing and is to be
maintained in a state satisfactory to the Assessment Manager while the use of
the premises continues.

Fencing
7.

Construct a 1.8 metre high chain wire fence around the perimeter of the
approved use in the location generally shown on the approved plan.

8.

Fencing provided on the site must be designed to prevent the escape of
animals from the facility and the intrusion of animals into the site.

Lighting
9.

External lighting used to illuminate the premises must be designed and
provided in accordance with Australian Standard AS 4282-1997: Control of the
obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting so as not to cause nuisance to residents
or obstruct or distract pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

10. Unless otherwise approved in writing by the Assessment Manager, external
lighting must be low pressure sodium vapour lighting fitted with hoods or fully
screened and directed away from the beach.
11. Internal lighting must be shaded through glass tinting on all windows facing or
seen from the beach with a transmittance value of 45% or less.
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New Street Name
12. A street name must be submitted to and approved by the Assessment Manager
for the unnamed road over which access to the site is to be obtained, prior to
the commencement of the approved use. A written request for the proposed
naming of the street must be submitted that includes three (3) suggested road
names for the street that:
a. Reflect aspects of the area in which the streets are located, including
historical names, unless otherwise determined by the Assessment
Manager. The order of preference in allocating street names will be:
b. Historical persons / Historical place names;
c. Other relevant aspects (eg local flora and fauna); and
d. Themed street names. Where ‘themed’ names are proposed, a list of
street names for the entire development must be submitted as part of the
Operational Works application for Stage One of the development;
e. Are nouns and generally contain one (1) word. Composite words may be
acceptable when they supplement the primary name; and
f. Are unique and unambiguous to the Bundaberg Regional Council local
government area.
(Note: where a street is extended, the new section created will retain the
name of the street extended.)
13.

Supply and erect all necessary street signs and posts.

Waste Management
14.

Provide a sufficient area for the storage of all waste bins. This area must be
sealed, screen fenced and designed so as to prevent the release of
contaminants to the environment.

15.

Maintain and operate an adequate waste disposal service, including the
disposal of animal wastes, maintenance of refuse bins and associated
storage areas so as not to cause any nuisance, to the satisfaction of the
Assessment Manager.

Water
16.

Provide a reticulated water supply service to the facility by supplying all
necessary materials, including structures and equipment, and performing
all necessary works. The works must include all necessary upgrades of
Council infrastructure to ensure that downstream properties are not
adversely affected by the increased demand of the development.

17.

Provide a metered service, and internal infrastructure as required, to satisfy
the fire fighting and water supply demands of the development.

Effluent Disposal
18.

Provide an on-site sewerage facility that is designed, constructed, operated
and maintained in accordance with the Queensland Plumbing and
Wastewater Code and Australian Standard AS 1547-2000 under the
Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002. Wastewater must be treated to a minimum
secondary standard.
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Stormwater
19.

Install a stormwater drainage system connecting to lawful points of discharge.
The stormwater drainage system must include:
a. detention storage to cater for increased stormwater runoff as a result of
this development. Stormwater discharge from the subject land must be
limited to pre-development generated peak levels up to and including
Q100 ARI flows via the provision of on-site detention storage. The
detention storage must be visually integrated into the surrounding
landscape and designed with a high level of visual amenity;
b. stormwater management components including perimeter sediment
drains, sediment control and retention basins, which must be completed
prior to the commencement of the use;
c. measures to ensure that the flows from adjacent properties and existing
development drainage paths will not be impeded.

Roadworks and Access
20.

The new access road to be constructed must be constructed within the
existing 20 metre wide unnamed road reserve located along the subject site's
south property boundary.

21.

Construct the new road and associated intersection with Potters Road
generally in accordance with the approved plans.

22.

The Developer must design and construct the Potters Road I Site Access
Road intersection in accordance with Main Roads Road Planning and Design
Manual and where applicable Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A:
Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections. The requirements must include
BAR turn treatments on Potters Road into the Site Access Road. The road
geometries must be designed such that swept paths of turning vehicles do
not cross the road centrelines and encroach on the paths of oncoming
traffic.

Property Access & Driveways
23.

The driveway to the facility must comply with the standards specified in
the planning scheme policy for development works - driveways and
access to developments.

Car Parking
24.

Provide off-street car parking and vehicle manoeuvring areas with a minimum
of 10 parking spaces. Such car parking, access and manoeuvring areas must
be generally in accordance with the Approved Plans and be:a. constructed and sealed with bitumen, asphalt, concrete, approved
pavers or other treatment as agreed to in writing by the Assessment
Manager;
b. line-marked into parking bays;
c. designed to include a manoeuvring areas to allow all vehicles to leave
the sitein a forward gear;
d. designed to include the provision of fill and/or boundary retaining walls
to allow for the containment and management of site stormwater
drainage as required;
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e. sign posted to indicate entry/exit points, in addition to line marking,
to indicate the traffic flow through the site;
f. drained to the relevant site discharge point; and
g. designed in accordance with AS/NZS2890 .1-2004: 'Parking Facilities
Part 1: Off-street Car Parking'.
PART 1B – ADVICE NOTES
Environmental Harm
A1

The Environmental Protection Act 1994 states that a person must not carry
out any activity that causes, or is likely to cause, environmental harm unless
the person takes all reasonable and practicable measures to prevent or
minimise the harm. Environmental harm includes environmental nuisance. In
this regard persons and entities, involved in the civil, earthworks, construction
and operational phases of this development, are to adhere to their ‘general
environmental duty’ to minimise the risk of causing environmental harm.
Environmental harm is defined by the Act as any adverse effect, or potential
adverse effect whether temporary or permanent and of whatever magnitude,
duration or frequency on an environmental value and includes environmental
nuisance.
Therefore, no person should cause any interference with the environment or
amenity of the area by reason of the emission of noise, vibration, smell,
fumes, smoke, vapour, steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products,
grit, sediment, oil or otherwise, or cause hazards likely in the opinion of the
administering authority to cause undue disturbance or annoyance to persons
or affect property not connected with the use.

Signage
A2

An Operational Works permit is required to be obtained for all signs and
advertising devices associated with the development that do not comply
with the self assessable criteria of the Planning Scheme in effect at the time
of the proposed works.
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321.2015.43354.1
Development Permit for Reconfiguring a Lot (1 into 3 Lots)
RJ Bauer & KA Bauer
RJ Bauer & KA Bauer
Lot 6 on RP812667
27 Kirbys Road, Kalkie
Planning Scheme for Bundaberg City
Non-Urban Zone (Local Area 6)
Acid Sulfate Soils, Bundaberg Airport
Impact
20.24 ha
Single Dwelling Unit
4 June 2015
The 20 business day decision period ends on 4 November
2015
Nil.
One (1) Submitter
Nil.
25 June 2015
Level 3
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Proposal
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The proposed development under consideration is for a one (1) into three (3) lot
subdivision, being for two 4000m2 lots with 40 metre frontages in the site’s northeastern corner and the balance area of 19.44 hectares with a frontage of 357 metres
in accordance with the attached proposal plan. The applicant has proposed that the
two smaller lots be utilised for rural residential purposes with the provision of on-site
water supply and wastewater treatment, and the balance area is to continue to be used
for a residential dwelling and associated cattle grazing uses. Access for all parcels is
proposed to be gained directly from Kirbys Road and may require culvert access
across Kirbys Road table drain to facilitate the new lots.
1.2

Site Description

The subject site has a total area of 20.24 hectares with a 437 metre northern frontage
to Kirbys Road and similar dimensions to all other boundaries. The site is currently
used for cattle grazing and benefits from a single residential dwelling, connected to
overhead power, on-site water supply and septic wastewater disposal. The current
access to the site is via a piped crossing and gravel roadway.
The adjoining parcels are varying in size, utilised primarily for cattle grazing uses or
agriculture. The site has a north-westerly fall from 10m AHD in the south-eastern
corner to 7m AHD in the north-western corner, being the Kirbys Road frontage.
The topography of the subject land is generally level and the site is dissected by a
number of lower lying areas and water courses. The majority of the subject land is
identified as being below the localised Defined Flood Event within Council’s flood
mapping. Proposed lot 21 and 22 are dissected by drainage corridors.
2.

ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

2.1.

Applicable Planning Scheme, Codes and Policies

The applicable local planning instruments for this application are:
Planning Scheme: Planning Scheme for Bundaberg City
Applicable Codes:


Lot Reconfiguration Code



Infrastructure Services Code



Filling & Excavation Code



Vehicle Parking & Access Code



On-site Effluent Disposal Code



City Planning Strategy



Temporary Local Planning Instrument (TLPI) 1/2015
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Applicable Planning Scheme Policies:


Bundaberg Engineering Design Planning Scheme Policy



Lot Reconfiguration Planning Scheme Policy

2.2

State Planning Instruments

The applicable State planning instruments for this application are:


SPP July 2014;



Wide Bay Burnett Regional Plan;

3.

ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE APPLICATION

The following significant issues have been identified in the assessment of the
application:
Temporary Local Planning Instrument (TLPI) 1/2015
The site is highly constrained by the Localised Defined Flood Event and contains
drainage lines and water bodies. The proposed development does not comply with the
requirements of the TLPI. The TLPI stipulates two key considerations for this type of
proposed reconfiguration development, firstly that there is to be no intensification of
residential uses within a flood affected area and secondly, that no new residential
allotments are created below Defined Flood Level (DFL). Moreover, there is to be no
fill within a flooded area whereby the development directly, indirectly or cumulatively
changes the flood characteristics, causing potential adverse impacts external to the
development site. Therefore, to facilitate these new lots, non-compliant filling would
need to occur. It should be noted that a properly made submission was received during
public notification from an adjoining property with valid concerns relating to the
worsening of localised flooding issues that are already present and the treatment of
stormwater in the proposed development.
To resolve site flooding issues, the applicant has provided a Site Base Stormwater
Management Plan (SBSWMP) which advocates the construction of a 10m wide
diversion drain to discharge flows, in the shape of a trapezoidal shaped swale with 4m
wide flat invert and an overall depth of 0.5m. Upon review of the SBSWMP Council
officers remain concerned that the proposed drainage channels do not adequately
address the flood impacts of the site. Specifically, these proposed channels may have
long term maintenance/ management impacts to Council. The drain would need to be
concrete lined to be effective in diverting flows and in the long term is likely become
an additional maintenance burden to Council as the drainage easement would be
required to be an Easement in Gross in favour of Council. Council officers would insist
that this is not a practical solution with a transfer of costs to the community.
Additionally, broader easements in terms of addressing the full overland flow would be
required.
No details have been provided by the applicant to detail the ongoing maintenance and
management responsibilities of these drainage area. Additionally, the drainage
solution provided by the applicant is not incorporated into the proposed plans of
development.
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City Planning Strategy – Bundaberg City Planning Scheme
The subject land is located within the Non Urban zone of the Planning Scheme. It is
the opinion of the officers that the proposed development does not meet the key
strategies and characteristics of the City Planning Strategy within the relevant planning
scheme, namely:
a.
Non Urban Strategy, Key Strategies (7.1 – 7.5) and Preferred Settlement
Pattern and Development Characteristics (1 – 3);
b.
Residential Strategy, Key Strategies (1.5) and Preferred Settlement Pattern
and Development Characteristics (4, 7 and 8); and
c.
Development Servicing & Sequencing Strategy, Key Strategy (8.1) and
Preferred Settlement Pattern and Development Characteristics (2).
These strategies and their primary measures for delivery, focus upon the need to
protect agricultural land and ensure that Non Urban land is not fragmented or used for
urban development during the life of the Scheme, particularly where an overriding and
demonstrated need cannot be provided. Additionally these items state that urban form
is to be consolidated and rural residential development is contrary to the desired
environmental outcomes because of the need to protect GQAL, whereby such
development does not represent an efficient use of land/services. Within their
application and information response stages, the applicant provided narrative that
small scale rural residential development is ‘not an offensive outcome for the locality’
with no demonstrated need justified or significant detail provided. It should be noted
that as raised by the applicant, the subject parcel was included in ‘Urban Footprint’ of
the Wide Bay Regional Plan, however this document no longer holds statutory
weighting as the supporting material has been repealed. This designation, along with
the Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme also foreshadows that despite the
agricultural nature of the land at present, this locality is to be utilised as an urban
growth area in the future years. Despite the applicant’s representations there is no
obvious or implied favour for the type of development proposed.
Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme
Whilst the applicant also correctly stated at the time of application (June 2015) that the
Bundaberg City Planning Scheme was nearing the end of its ‘life’ due to the imminent
introduction of a new scheme, this Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme (in effect as
of 19 October 2015) proposes a ‘Rural’ zone for the subject parcel, also with a
minimum lot size of 100 hectares and focus upon minimising further fragmentation.
Despite the age of the Bundaberg City Plan, the new Planning Scheme provides a
contemporary consideration of this locality and re-confirms its intent as a rural locality
in the medium to long term. It is also noted that the proposed development does not
meet the default minimum lot size for Rural Residential zoned lots outside of a precinct
within this scheme which is 2 hectares. The proposed lot sizes are comparable to
Rural Residential zoned parcels which can be fully serviced.
In addition to the proposal not being compliant with the new zoning or lot sizes, the
subject parcel is included within the Rural and landscape protection area in the KalkieAshfield local development area local plan within the new planning scheme. This is for
the purpose of providing protection and enhancement of rural landscape, primary
production and scenic amenity values, specifically maintaining the short to medium
term productive use of agricultural land within the local development area.
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Furthermore, the Specific Outcomes of Element 3 of the Strategic Framework within
the Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme (Rural residential development), stipulates
that rural residential development on land outside of that zoned Rural Residential may
only occur under circumstances (i) to (ix). The proposed development would not
comply with a number of these items, being (i) that there is no justified need for the
additional rural residential development, (iii) development will fragment Agricultural
Land Classification (ALC) land and (v) the physical suitability of the land is not being
appropriate given the flooding constraints. Of particular importance is item (ix) which
identifies that the location of this development will prejudice the use of the land for
residential purposes in the future. Council’s new Planning Scheme provides significant
opportunities for Rural Residential growth in appropriate areas of the Region. The
Strategic Framework commentary which provides support for the subdivision of rural
land in a limited range of circumstances cannot be interpreted to support this
development in this location.
Reconfiguring of a Lot Code
Despite the applicant representations, it is clear that the proposed development does
not meet the stipulated minimum lot size of 40ha for the Non-Urban zone or the more
contemporary 100ha minimum lot size in the Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme. In
terms of performance criteria assessment against the Reconfiguring of a Lot code, the
proposed lot sizes are capable of accommodating the necessary structures (P1),
however the necessary infrastructure cannot be provided in accordance with relevant
standards, i.e. on site sewerage above DFL and flood free access without filling the lot
(P2). Moreover, the proposed reconfiguration does not comply with P4, which states
that the creation of allotments must not result in increased risk of life or property as a
result of flooding. It is clear from a balanced review of the Code that it does not favour
subdivision of this type, in this locality, during the life of the Plan.
Good Quality Agricultural Land
The fragmentation of this Non Urban GQAL land does not meet the requirements of
the relevant Non Urban City Planning Strategy (2.8) for protection of GQAL from
incompatible development. The proposed development creates a further conflict of
uses, prejudicing the future use of the land through development at an inappropriate
scale. Council mapping indicates the subject land is wholly contained within a GQAL
(Class B) category. The applicant has not provided expert technical review or
information to support the sites exclusion from actual or potential agriculture.
Moreover in terms of future use of the proposed parcels, agricultural uses are as of
right uses in this zone. The proposed lot configuration cannot provide for adequate
buffers to future residential uses on these proposed lots (ie 40 m in width).
Additionally, the balance parcel rural access is poorly located in close proximity to new
lots with no buffers or strategy proposed to reduce land use conflicts, particularly
amenity impacts for the residential use and operational impacts for the rural use.
Outside Priority Infrastructure Area (PIA)
As indicated on the Acknowledgement Notice provided to the applicant on 9 June
2015, the proposed development is completely outside the priority infrastructure area
and is inconsistent with the assumptions about the type, scale, location or timing of
future development in the priority infrastructure plan.
Pre-lodgment advice
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A pre-lodgment meeting was held on 18 November 2014 (Council ref: 338.2015.133.1)
between the current Applicant and Council Development Assessment officers. The
proposed reconfiguration of a lot development was more intensive (2 lots into 9 lots),
however advice provided at that point is consistent with the assessment undertaken
in this instance – that the proposed development could not meet the minimum lot size
of 40 hectares for the associated zoning, the development was not consistent with
current uses in that locality and that the subject site was included in the TLPI mapping
and flood area.
Public Notification
The following matters were raised by submitters:
Grounds of Submissions

Considerations

1

The grounds of the submission are upon
the treatment of existing waterways and
localised flooding on the subject site and
neighbouring parcels, whereby there is
the potential worsening of the current
situation, including already built-up
driveways and natural water flows.

The grounds of the submission are valid. The
proposed development does not meet the
intent of the TLPI, proposing an intensification
of uses and new residential lots in a flood area.
To facilitate these new lots, non-compliant
filling would also need to occur. It is
acknowledged that the lodged SBSWMP
indicates that the proposed drainage
treatment (drain and fill) will provide flood
immunity without adverse impacts on the
adjoining lot, however can only be potentially
facilitated where the ongoing maintenance
and management cost is deferred to the
community, resulting in an impractical
solution.

2

The submissions also raised concern in
relation to the volume of water to be
carried within a proposed lined drain and
the subsequent maintenance of this drain
(Council, developer or purchaser).
Moreover, if it is proposed to not be
concrete lined then debris, weed and
regrowth will become an issue and likely
Council’s burden to reinstate.

These concerns raised within the submission
are also valid. The proposed solution to
stormwater and flooding issues is not a long
term viable solution. The drain would need to
be concrete lined to be effective in diverting
flows and will become an additional
maintenance burden to Council.

4.

REFERRALS

4.1

Internal Referrals

Advice was received from the following internal departments:
Internal department

Referral Comments Received

Development Engineering

22 June 2015

Water and Wastewater

4 June 2015

Any significant issues raised in the referrals have been included in section 3 of this
report.
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Referral Agency

Not Applicable
5.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Pursuant to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, this application was advertised for 15
business days from 10 September 2015 until 7 October 2015. The Applicant
submitted documentation on 7 October 2015 advising that public notification had been
carried out in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. Council received
one (1) submission in relation to this development application during this period. Any
significant issues raised have been included in section 3 of this report.
6.

UPDATE

This report was originally tabled at the Planning Committee meeting held on 24
November 2015. It was resolved at this meeting that the item be deferred, pending
further discussions between the applicant and Council, specifically about site drainage
and ongoing maintenance responsibilities.
Since this date, a minor change has been undertaken to the development application
by the applicant. This correspondence was formally received by Council 1 June 2016.
This change was considered minor as the type and intent of the development was not
altered, the size of lots is substantially the same, the level of assessment was not
altered and the change works towards further addressing a matter raised in the only
submission received in terms of investigating stormwater/ drainage, therefore it is not
likely that an additional submission would be received.
In parallel with the applicant amending the design of the proposed reconfiguration, an
Infrastructure Agreement has been signed by Council and the developer to determine
the establishment and maintenance of any stormwater infrastructure. As the
Infrastructure Agreement was finalised prior to the recent change to the application (1
June 2016), officers are working with the applicant on a variation to the Infrastructure
Agreement to reflect the amended layout.
Despite the changes to the proposed plan and arrangement for the management of
stormwater/ flooding, officers note that the reasons for the recommendation for refusal
have not changed. These amendments have not addressed the planning policy noncompliances at a State and local level as identified in the balance of this report.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
Not applicable
Attachments:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Site Plan
Locality Plan
Amended Proposal Plan
Aerial Photograph
Flood Plan
Infrastructure Agreement
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Recommendation:
That Development Application 321.2015.43354.1 be determined as follows:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Material Change of Use/Reconfiguring of a Lot/Operational Works/Building Works
for Reconfigure a Lot (1 into 3 Lots)
SUBJECT SITE
27 Kirbys Road, Kalkie, described as Lot 6 on RP812667
DECISION
Refused
1.

SUBMISSIONS
There was one (1) submissions received for the application. The name and
address of the principal submitter for each properly made submission are as
follows:
Name of principal submitter
1. Judy & John Nowell

2.

Address
23 Kirbys Road, Kalkie, QLD, 4670

CONFLICT WITH A RELEVANT INSTRUMENT AND REASONS FOR THE
DECISION DESPITE THE CONFLICT
The assessment manager does not consider that the assessment manager’s
decision conflicts with a relevant instrument.

3.

REFERRAL AGENCY
Not Applicable

4.

REFUSAL DETAILS
Reasons for Refusal
1.

The proposed development is in conflict with the City Planning Strategy
of the Bundaberg City Planning Scheme, specifically the Non Urban
Strategy (2.8) and its Primary Measures, the Key Strategies 7.1 – 7.5 and
Preferred settlement pattern and Development characteristics (1 -3),
which all relate to the protection and retention of agricultural land,
ensuring that Non Urban land is not fragmented or used for urban
development particularly where an overriding and demonstrated need is
not demonstrated.

2.

The proposed development is in conflict with the City Planning Strategy
of the Bundaberg City Planning Scheme, specifically the Residential
Strategy (2.2) and its Key Strategy 1.5 and Preferred settlement pattern
and Development characteristics (4, 7 and 8) which all relate to the
consolidation of urban form by limiting the creation of rural residential lots,
the exclusion of land subject to inundation from urban development and
provision of appropriate services for future residential growth.
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3.

The proposed development is in conflict with the City Planning Strategy
of the Bundaberg City Planning Scheme, specifically the Development
Servicing & Sequencing Strategy (2.9), Key Strategy 8.1 and Preferred
settlement pattern and Development characteristic 2, relating to the
adequate provision of servicing and infrastructure.

4.

The proposed development is in conflict with the Lot Reconfiguration
Code of the Bundaberg City Planning Scheme, including Performance
Outcomes P1, P2 and P4 for matters relating to the provision of
infrastructure in accordance with relevant standards and the creation of
allotments that must not result in increased risk of life or property.

5.

The proposed development is completely outside the priority
infrastructure area and is inconsistent with the assumptions about the
type, scale, location or timing of future development in the priority
infrastructure plan.

6.

The proposed development is in conflict with the Temporary Local
Planning Instrument (TLPI) 1/2015, including Performance Outcomes
PO1, PO2, PO3 and PO7. These outcomes relate to requirement for:
a. No intensification of development in flood affected areas;
b. No new lots in flood affected areas;
c. No filling of land in flood affected areas
d. No increase in risk to people or property due to the proposed
development.

7.

The applicant has not demonstrated an overriding need for the proposed
development in the location, given the availability of appropriately zoned
land elsewhere in the Planning Scheme area.

8.

The proposed development is in conflict with the Bundaberg Region
Planning Scheme, specifically the:
a. Purpose and Overall Outcomes Kalkie-Ashfield local development
area local plan including its inclusion within the Rural and
landscape protection area with the purpose of protecting and
enhancing rural land;
b. Purpose and Overall Outcomes Rural Zone Code;
c. Specific Outcomes of Element 3 of the Strategic Framework (i), (iii),
(v), (ix);
d. Purpose, Overall Outcomes and Performance Outcome PO3 of the
Reconfiguring a Lot Code specifically noting the minimising of
further fragmentation to Rural zoned land.

9.

The development cannot be reasonably conditioned to comply with the
Bundaberg City Planning Scheme and associated instruments or the
Bundaberg Region Planning Scheme 2015.

10. There are insufficient planning grounds to support the development
despite its identified conflicts with the applicable planning instruments.
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

M1

231.2016.104.1

HEALTH & REGULATORY
SERVICES

Portfolio:
Community & Environment
Subject:
Pedal Cart Bargara
Report Author:
Gavin Crawford, Manager Waste & Health Services
Authorised by:
Gavin Steele, General Manager Community & Environment
Link to Corporate Plan:
Economy - 4.3.3 Foster a flexible, supportive and inclusive business environment
Background:
An application for Commercial Use of Local Government Controlled Areas & Roads
(Stationary Roadside Vending) was received from Jason Loft from Pedals Espresso
on 12 May 2016, to set up a mobile espresso coffee cart franchise at two locations in
Bargara, (see Attachment 1).
 First location will be at Nielson Park road reserve between Fred Courtice Avenue
and Bargara Beach Holiday Park Road (Attachment 2).
 Second location will be at the entrance near Christsen Park opposite no 13
Esplanade on the grassy area (Attachment 3).
The franchise is proposing to sell coffee and pre-packaged cookies. There are two
businesses within 300 metres of the proposed locations selling the same or similar
products ie Bargara Golf Club and Bundaberg Surf Life Saving Club.
The applicant’s hours of operation will be from 6.00 am until 6.00 pm Monday to
Sunday and public holidays for both locations. The applicant will not trade from
Neilson Park during the trading hours of the Surf Club Café which are from 7.00 am to
12.00 noon weekdays and 7.00 am to 1.00 pm on weekends. The hours of operation
for the location near Christsen Park will have the option between 6.00 am until 6.00
pm, however the pedal cart will mix between the two locations.
Written consent has been provided by Bargara Golf Club and Bundaberg Surf Life
Saving Club, see attached consent letters.
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Associated Person/Organization:
Ron Paauwe – Environmental Health Officer
Consultation:
Consultation with Cr Greg Barnes on 13 May 2016.
Consultation with Michael Johnston - Operational Supervisor Parks and Open Spaces
in May 2016.
Legal Implications:
There appear to be no legal implications.
Policy Implications:
Commercial use of Local Government Controlled Areas and Roads Policy.
7.3.5 Stationary Roadside Vending Conditions
7.3.5.1 All parts of the Bundaberg Regional Council Area
 The operator of the vehicle for which this approval relates, must
not:
Engage in stationary roadside vending on any Local Government
or State controlled area or road within three hundred (300) metres
of a business selling the same or similar goods and/or services
within Part C - Bundaberg Regional Council area;
Financial and Resource Implications:
There appear to be no financial or resource implications.
Risk Management Implications:
Applicant is required to hold current Public Liability Insurance at all times in
accordance with PD-7-291 Commercial Use of Local Government Controlled Areas &
Roads Policy.
Communication Strategy
Communication Strategy required? (Please select one)
 Not applicable
Yes – Communications Team consulted
Attachments:
1
2

Site Plans
Letters of Support
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Recommendation:
That approval be granted to Jason Loft for the Commercial Use of Local
Government Controlled Areas and Roads for a stationary coffee cart at the
following locations:
a)

Nielson Park Road Reserve (between Fred Courtice Avenue and Bargara
Beach Holiday Park Road) between the hours of 6.00 am – 6.00 pm,
excluding between the hours of 7.00 am to 12.00 noon weekdays and 7.00
am to 1.00 pm on weekends.

b)

The entrance near Christsen Park, Bargara (opposite No 13 Esplanade)
on the grassed area between the hours of 6.00 am – 6.00 pm Monday to
Sunday.
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Item

Item Number:

File Number:

Part:

N1

.

COMMUNITY & CULTURAL
SERVICES

Portfolio:
Community & Environment
Subject:
Request for Moncrieff Entertainment Centre Fee relief for Bundaberg Municipal Band
Report Author:
Gavin Steele, General Manager Community & Environment
Authorised by:
Gavin Steele, General Manager Community & Environment
Link to Corporate Plan:
Community - 4.1.4 A community that values the arts and culture
Background:
The Bundaberg Municipal Band has requested a Fee Relief subsidy to enable the
Australian Army Band Brisbane Concert to perform at the Moncrieff Entertainment
Centre on Friday 8 July 2016. The Australian Army Band is renowned for its high
quality performance and they performed in Bundaberg after the 2013 floods to provide
a free concert at the time to assist with local recovery efforts.
The Moncrieff Entertainment Centre Fee Relief Subsidy Governance Policy only
applies to performances being held from Monday to Thursday evenings. However,
Friday the 8 is the only date the Army Band has available to perform in Bundaberg.
The fees that would be applicable for a Friday night performance would amount to a
total of $1,340.
Associated Person/Organization:
David Cornwell, Operational Supervisor Libraries, Arts & Theatre
Consultation:
Portfolio Councillor – Cr Judy Peters
Legal Implications:
There appear to be no legal implications.
Policy Implications:
Making an exception to the Moncrieff Entertainment Centre Fee Relief Subsidy
Governance Policy may set a precedent.
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Financial and Resource Implications:
There would be minor financial and resource implications.
Risk Management Implications:
There appears to be no risk management implications.
Communication Strategy:
Communication Strategy required?
o Not applicable
Yes – Communications Team consulted

Attachments:
1
2

Fee Relief Request Form
Free Relief Subsidy Governance Policy

Recommendation:
In recognition of the generous gesture of the Australian Army Band after the
floods of 2013 when they came to the region and put on a free concert
- that Council waive the fees for the Australian Army Band’s Concert (to be
hosted by the Bundaberg Municipal Band) at the Moncrieff Entertainment
Centre on Friday, 8 July 2016.
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